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Abstract 

This thrsis is an application of secunty complex theory and the concept of 

secunty as an 'intentional 3ct' to the problem of Central hsian security and is specitically 

focusseci on issues relating to identity. Security complex theory allows extemül and 

systemic influences to be compartmentalised. reveaiing the 'natural ' course of regional 

secunty dynamics. The approach postulates the existence of a durable structure of 

regional secunty fomed by the natural dynamics of state interaction in the region. 

Relations are marked by patterns of amity and enmity that have developed over the 

histoncal interaction between entities. such that the majority of their security interactions 

are directed interna11 y wi thin this structure. The Central hsian Security Complex 

postulated here includes Uzbekis tan. Tajihstan. Kazakhstan. Kyrgyzstan. Afghanistan 

and the Chinese Province of Xinjiang. 

Five identities including, local. clan. national. ethnic and Islamic. are analyseci to 

determine wherher they are sufficiently able to act as securitizing agents. Security as an 

intentional act is a recrnt re-conceptualisation of the traditional realist definition rhat 

considers security to be an extrerne version of politicisation. The approach sets 

parameters on speci tic issues by isolating the point when an issue is perceived to be an 

existential threat and when i t  is no longer considered as such. As such. the sub-state 

regional and state levels are detennined to be most likrly. with case studies on Gomo- 

Badakhshan and the Islamic ~Movement of Uzbekistan providing supponing evidence for 

those conclusions. Secunty Complex Theory and secuntization are both detennined to 

be useful approaches to the study of societal secunty in Central Asia. 
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1 Introduction 

The study of Central Asia reached its apex in the Iüte 19th century when the 

cornpetition for temtorial controi was most intense berween Britain and Russia. Between 

William Moorcroft's expedition for the British East India Company in 1812. and 1907 

when Russilin suzeraintv over the region was no longer in  question. diplornata and 

lidventurers from both countries sought to gain the upper hand over their opposites. 

Although the goal for each side was mastery over Central Asia. the reasoning behind this 

desire was couched in secunty terms. Russia's empire had been in almost continual 

growth since the end of Mongol rule in the 16th Century. The reüson was that the wide 

steppes of Central Asia. like Poland in the west. had served to be the "highways of 

conqurst" for invading peoples. Russia feared British expansion in the south.' For Great 

Britain. the concem is most cleuly voiced in Victorian scholar J. R. Seeley's 1883 

Every movement in Turkey. every new syrnptom in Egypt. ï n y  stimogs in  
Persia or Transoxiana or Burmah or Afghanistan. we rire obliged to watch 
with vigilance. The reason is that we have possession of India. and a 
leading interest in the affain of al1 those countnes that lie upon the route 
to India. This and only this involves us in the permanent rivalry with 
Russia . . . ' 

For each then, the issue of who controlled Central Asia was understood through the lens 

of security. and the battle for temtorial control to attain this securiiy came to be known as 

the Great Game. Introduced into history through the wt-iting of John Kaye who quoted 

from ietters by British adventurer Arthur Conolly in 1841, the 'Great Game' was 

Ku1 E. Meyer and Shveen Blair Brysnc. Tournament of Shadows: the Great Game and the Race for 
Em~ire  in Central Asia, (Washington: Caunterpoint, 1999). xx. 
' I. R. Seeley. The Expansion of Enpland, 1883 quoted in Meyer and Brysac. Tournament of Shîdows. xix. 



popularised by Rudyard Kipling's Kim in 1901.~ Although the metaphor found great 

cultural currency, i t  was less appropriate than a second label proposed in an article by 

Halford Maclunder in 1904 that provided the essential stratezic justification for this 

cornpetition between Russia and Britain. In a lecture to the Royal Geographical Society. 

~Mackinder proposed: 

1s not the pivot region of the world's politics that vast area of Euro-Asia 
which is inaccessible to ships. but in antiquity lay open to the horse-riding 
nomads. and is to-day about to be covered with ri network of railways? 
There have been and are here the conditions of a mobility of rnilitary and 
economic power of a fiir-reaching and yet limited chancter. Russia 
replaces the Mongol Empire. . . . The oversetting of the balance of power 
in favour of the pivot state [Russia], resulting in its expansion over the 
marginal lands of Euro-Asia, would permit of the use of vast continental 
resources for fieet-building, and the empire of the world would then be in 

4 sight. 

Mackinder's vision wris never boni out. We sriw Russia and then the Soviet Union 

accomplish the task of capturing the heartland: however. neither was able to utilise i ts 

vast resources to conquer the entirety of the Euro-Asian landmass. 

Central Asia is a region that is broadly contained between China and the Caucasus 

Mountains and from the Russian border to the Middle East and South Asia. though the 

actual borders are relative1 y indeterminate in acadernic literature. These boundaries 

roughly correlate with nineteenth and early twentieth century geogaphical and 

archaeological studies. The modem Central Asian region has also found less than 

exacting parameters drawn by obsewers. Most authors agree that its core is the five post- 

Soviet states of Turkrnenistan, Kazakhstan. Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan (See 

Figure 1.1 in Appendix). Other areas that are often included are Azerbaijan (due to its 

' Meyer and Brysac. miii. John Kaye quotes Conolly in Lives of Indian Oficen, (London: 1867). 
H. I. Mackinder. 'The Geogaphical Pivot of Kistory." The Geographical Journal LYXIII: 1 ( 1904). 434- 

436. 



Turiuc heritage), Afghanistan and Xinjiang (China) and. less frequently, the southem 

(Muslim) rim of the Russian Federation, Siberia. Tibet and the Indian subcontinent.' In 

the following study, Central Asia will be deemed to be the five core States of the post- 

Soviet south. Afghanistan and the Xinjiang province of China. That said. the focus of the 

study will be a pürticulx construct called a security complex whose definition does not 

correlate directly to particular regional entity for reasons explained in  Chapter 2. 

1.1 The 'New Great Game' and 'Eurasian Balkanisation' 

The romantic vision inspired by Kipling's ponrayal of the Great Garne and the 

strategic conclusions reached by Mackinder hiive influenced the erirly approüches taken 

by western authors following Central Asia's independence in 199 1. General ly. secunty 

studies have focussed on Central Asia's role in and effect on the international system. As 

such. authors have Mlen into a stock approach to its ~ t u d ~ . ~  Most begin with a short 

section outlying the region of study and provide some background of its road to 

independence. Secunty is studied in state-by-state hshion highlighting the location of 

past security problems (generally ethnic conflicts/uprisings, w;us and secessionist 

organisations) and where potential problems are likely to find their sources in the future. 

Often. these studies incorporate inter-state relations. but these are generally limited to the 

bilateral conditions of hostility, thereby nezlecting to provide a complete picture of 

What is included is otien dependcnt on the focus of the specific study. For exnmple. studirs of ethnicity 
will consider Azerbaijnn as bring one of  the Central h i a n  stntes even though it lies across the Caspinn Seo 
thrit acts as a naturnl brimer. 
6 See for example Graham E. Fuller. Central Asia: The New Geo~olitics, Rand Research Report R-4219- 
USDP. 1992; Srrgei Lounev and Gerii Shirokov. "Central Asia as a New Repion in Worid Politics." in 
Roald 2. Srigdeev and Susan Eisenhower (eds.) Central Asia: Conflict. Resolution and Change (New York: 
The Center for PoIitical and Strategic Studies. 1995). 293-3 10; Maxim Shashenkov, "Security Issues of the 
Ex-Soviet Central Asian Republics." London Defencr Stridies 14 ( 1992); and Roy Ailison. 'The Military 
and Political Security Lrindscape in Russisi and the South" in Rrijan Menon, Yuri E. Fedorov. and Ghia 
Nodia (eds.) Russiri, the Caucasus and Cenual Asiri: The 21" Cent- S ~ C U ~ ~ Y  Environment. (Armonk. 
NY: M.E. S h q e ,  1999). 27-60. 



'regional' security. Finally. westem approaches usually include ii section outlining 

Russian and American interests in the region in tones reminiscent of the cold war. Here 

American policy makers are recommended to counter Russia's interest with active 

direction of Central Asia's dernocritic and economic transition. Two key examples of 

this methodology are the 'New Great Game' and 'European Balkanisation' metaphors of 

Central Asian security. 

Emly journülistic accounts of the new region trurnpeted the dawn of a 'New Great 

Güme' where the United States. Iran. Turkey and. possibly. China replaced Great Britain 

in a quest for regional influence against ~ussia.' As before, it was a zero-sum 

cornpetition for strategic influence, but this time the newly discovered petroleum reserves 

in the Caspian Seri region raised the ante. Instead of adventurers and archaeologists. 

financien and oil exrçutives led the charse with the expected rewiirds in the form of 

lucrative drilling rights. Partly, this approach was the result of a profound lack of Western 

knowledge of the region. Although some aclidernics had produced research on the region 

dunng the Soviet ers.' the majority of westem political leaders. not to mention the 

aeneral public. were unaware of the historical significance of Central Asia iit D 

independence. Thus. early observers pulled a metaphor from history that could define 

how Central Asia would affect the interests of the eaternal powen. Each competin, a state 

was considered to have an advantage over the others. Russia had its histoncal ties and 

7 See for example Robert KripIrin. 'The Great Grime Isn't Over." The Wall Srreer Journal November 24. 
1999; iMarshdl Ingwerson. 'The Next Great Game: Players Jostle to Pipe Home ri Share of the Oil Prize." 
Christian Scierrce Mottiror, August 25, 1997; and Nancy Dewolf Smith. "Centrai Asia's New Great Game." 
Wall Street Jownal. October 12. 1995. ExceIlent arguments rehting this view are found in Amy Myers 
Jriffe and Robert A. Manning, 'The Myth of the Caspian 'Great Game': The Real Geopolitics of Energy." 
Survival;SO:4 ( 1998- 1999). 1 12- 129 and Anatol Lieven, 'The (not so) Great Grime." National Inrerest 58  
( 1999-2000). 69-80. 



continuing economic hegemony, the United States could supply the necessary capital 

(and Amencan know-how). Iran was connected by a cornrnon Islamic faith, and Turkey 

had the advantaje of its shared Turkish heritage. However. 'the game' has not been 

borne out by experience. Russian interest remains an essential variable in every decision 

made by regional leaders. as its power continues to loom large over the region. Although 

American influence made major inroads as a uselul countenvei_~ht to Russian 

preponderance. it  remains very limited. So far, the US is unwilling to provide the post- 

Soviet south" with srcurity guarantees sufficient to replace those offered by Russia. 

Recent speeches by Madeleine Albright and the US diplornatic corps seem to imply a 

Iarger Amencan role in the future. but not one drastically different from its present 

cornmitment of financial and moral support. As for the remaining early candidates for 

the 'New Great Güme'. Iran ana Turkey have not been able to provide enough financial 

incentives to keep their place at the table, and China has remained at a cautious distance. 

The modem version of Mackinder's heartland thesis underlies Zbigniew 

Brzezinski's 'European Balkanization' in The Grand Chessboard: American Prirnacv and 

its Geostrateoic Irnperatives. Intended to provide American foreign policy makers with a 

recipe to maintain and extend its position of prirnacy. i t  argues for the West to remain 

actively engiged in Eurasia if i t  is to be successful in rnaintaining its international 

position. Central Asia is considered a power vacuum and the inner core of a greater 

region of instability that connects Central Asia to the Middle East. the Black Sea Region. 

' Edwud Allwonh. James Critchlow. hlutha Brill Olcott and Seymour Becker were some of the most 
inthentiril. 
9 Central Asia and the Caucasus are ofien retèrred to jointly as the post-Soviet South, the Southem 
Successor States of the Soviet Union. The United States govenunent refers to dl of the States that grew 
from the Soviet Union as the 'NewIy Independent States' (NIS) and by its organisational identity. the 
Commonwealth of Independent States (CD). 1 will use Central Asia when discussing the region and post- 



- and Southem ~ussia."  Bnezinski sees the future of the region shaped by the interplay of 

extemal actors. but with a delicate balance among competing interests to avoid potential 

ethnic conflict and political fragmentation." In effect, without great power agreement. 

Central Asian instability would extemalize through the 'zone of instability.' possibly 

balkanizing the entirety of Eurasia into ever smaller. possibly hostile, entities. 

Each of these metaphors argues the same themr: Central Asia as a new region in a 

systemic secunty analysis. Both treat regional secunty as the subject of the international 

balance of power dynamics. supportho, or underminin; the position of the various 

competi ng poles. Moreover, ex tcrnal in tluences ei t her produce. or ameliorate regional 

instabilities depending upon how they interact. Intemütionril interests gridually driw the 

Central Asia States into various spheres of intluence. subordinating the 'natural' course of 

regional secun ty relations to global or. at least. super-regional securi ty dyniirnics. " 
However. without a stron; understanding of w hat constitutes Central Asian securi ty. 

systemic and state levels of analysis will be deficient in explanatory value. Analysis of 

this 'natural' course of regional security relations provides the focus for the following 

chapters. Central Asian secunty will be considered an object of study in its own right 

rather then o subject of extemal influences. This will require that Central Asia be 

considered a unit of study. with its own unique security dynamics that are independent of. 

yet related to, the systemic level of analysis that underlies the 'New Great Game' and the 

'Eurasian Ra1 kanizcttion' lipproaches. 

Soviet South more broadly. 1 will seek to woid the others unless it is in context o f  .bencrin  policy ( N E )  
or organisationrtlIy (CIS) 
10 Zbigniew Brzezinski. The Grand Chessboard: .4merican Prirnacv and Its Gcosuate~ic Imrieratives. (New 
York: Basic Books, 1997). 124. 
" Brzenzinski, The Grand Chessboard, 150. 
l 2  These would include the historical cornpetitions for regional dominance between Turkey-Russia. Russia- 
han, and Turkey-Iran and at the global level the US-Russian cornpetition for influence. 



The approach taken in the following chapters is unique to the study of Central 

Asian security. The first half of the following thesis answers the question: '1s secunty 

complex theory an appropriate frarnework for the study of Central Asian secunty'?' 

Chapters 7 and 3 postulate the existence of a Central Asian Secunty Complex (CASC) as 

a durable structure of regional security formed by the natural dynamics of state 

interaction in the region. Drawin; extensively from the writings of Barry Buzan. security 

complex theory (SCT) proves to be a more valuable theoretical construct to study the 

pxticular characteristics Central Asia than its reaiist and liberal predecessors. The 

utilisation of this theoretical construct proves to be beneficial in  threr ways. First. i t  

accommodates the inherent analyticai problems in studying security in weak and very 

weak States. Secondly. the theory postulates the existence of four other levels of analysis 

lylng between the state and the system and. in  so doin;. allows extemal in tluences to be 

compartmentalized away from those naturall y existing at the regional level. Final1 y. SCT 

is an anal ytical device that disaggreegotes 'total security' into five speci fic sectors of study 

as a means of reducing the breadth of study into manageable pieces. A cornpiete andysis 

has al1 five sectors studieci individually and then the overall regional security question 

answered upon the aggregation of the individual results. To do so would require much 

more space than allowed for here. Therefore, the analysis in the following chapters is 

restncted to the societal sector, dealing with issues arising from identity and threats to 

identity. although some effort is made to relate it to the other secton. The third chapter 

will define and identify the parameters of study within the societal sector and then. using 

Buzan's levels of anaiysis. postulate the boundaries of the CASC. 



What will make this approach unique to the study of Central Asia is how the 

concept of security is applied. Ole Wmer  proposed that security is an intentional act 

taken by legitimate authorities in the face of an existential threat. as opposed to secunty 

as the result the accumulation of power in realist and liberal thought. Wiever and the 

Copenhagen Research Group tumed the concept on its head and considered it in to be an 

extrerne form of political action. tnstead of being in evidence when an entity is absent of 

threat (realist perspective). security is considered a situation where an entity has 

responded appropriately (by any means possible) to meet a threat. The effort has allowed 

analysts ro place pararneten on sprcific issues by highlighting the perception and 

recognition of a threat. the response to it and. effective re-incorporation of the issue into 

the poli tical realm. 

The second h d f  of the following thesis will answer the question: 'Given that SCT 

is a useful framework. what does i t  tell us of security problems relating to identity'?' 

Chapten 4 and 5 will apply SCT, socieiai secunty. and Wrever's definition of secunty to 

Central Asia. The scope of the application considers the possible secunty problems that 

find their source in identity. ethnicity and nationülism in the CASC. Chapter 4 will 

consider five possible securitizing identity groups that range from the local level to super- 

national. The goal of this chapter is to identify those groups that are most likely to be 

affected by. and more importantly, to be able to react to. secunty problems. It will seek 

to find where secunty problems will occur in the societal sector and cast sorne doubt on 

the prevailing notions of identity-based security problems in the region. Though the 

period of study is lirnited to the post-independence decade, i t  is clear that the dire 

predictions of ethnic collapse and Islarnicisation have been overestimated thus far. 



Chapter 1 will note that this is not surprising to those that have studied the situation from 

the ground-up and reaiize that ethnicity. like nationalism. requires a sense of collectivity 

that is simply not in evidence in the region. Chapter 5 will provide two very bnef case 

studies of societal security issues that led to wide-scale violence. The Rrst is the Tajik 

civil war considered in terms of one regional party to the conflict. The Pamins of Gorno- 

Badakhshan will be the focus of study and the case will detail how demands for political 

reorganisation led to the securitizing rnoves b y Pamiri authori ties in  face of possible 

extermination at the hands of other regional entities. The second case is the ongoing 

challenge to Uzbek President Karimov by radical Islamic elements in the Ferghana 

Valley. In this case. securitization and societal security are considered from the 

perspective of the Uzbek authorities thüt frice violent reactions to its stlibilising policies. 

Though neithrr case is clear cut. evidence producrd in  Chapter 5 does make clear that 

SCT and securitization as an intentional act prove to be useful approaches to studying 

security in Central Asia. 



2 Theoretical Background: Securitv, Weak States and Securitv 
Com~lex Theory 

2.1 Introduction 

Secunty complex theory (SCT) has gone through several permutations since B m y  

Buzan developed it aImost two decades ago. The first edition of Peo~ie. States and Feu 

security. The original book sought to investigate national security as a concept by 

clarifyin_o its meaning, and the implications thereof. so as to provide a window into the 

study of the national security problem.' However. SCT was on1 y introduced in a minor 

role to suggest that there may be a level of analysis between security at the system level 

and rit the state level. In the second edition (1991) Buzan chose to "reconsider the whole 

agenda" and rmphasise èçonomic. societal and environmental aspects of security ü loq  

1 

with the political and military sectors.- Notably. i t  had a clearer ernphasis on non- 

tradi tional aspects of secunty and an expanded section on secun ty complexes. Rrcentl y. 

Buzan. Ole Wlever. and Jaap de Wilde, have again reconsidered SCT and npplied sorne 

concepts frorn the constructivist research agenda to modify its focus. In so doing. they 

have completely reconfigured the theory's characteristics so that it would reflect the 

"widespread feeling in the mid-1990s that the post-Cold War international system was 

going to be much more decentnlized and regionalized in character."' More important1 y. 

this latest book provides the first comprehensive treatment of security complex theory 

and serves as the basis for much of its application to Central Asia that follows. 

B q  Bwan. People. States and Fear: The National Securitv Problem in International Relations. (Grenr 
Britain: WheatshaeCBooks. 1983). 1. ' B q  Buzan. Peoole. States and Fear: An Agenda for International Secutitv Studies in the Post-Cold War 
Era. 2"d ed. (Great Britain: Wheatshaef Books. 1991). xiii-xiv. - 



Consider~tion of security in a Central Asian context must be informed by the 

prevailing conditions of the region's ongoing state-building process. Central Asia has 

been independent for just under a decade. i t  has third world economic and political 

conditions. and it is subject to residual but declining Russian hegemony. Amitav 

Acharya correctly observed that iit least sorne of the states that succeeded the Soviet 

Union had security conditions similar to those Found in third world stiites. and he 

highlights Central Asiri as ü panicularly obvious case? 

The Rrst section of this chapter will be a brief survey of the approachçs to the study 

of securi ty  and will consider the reülist. neo-liberal insti tutionalist (regime) and 

çonstructivist schools.' Originally. strategic studies. the original fieid name for what nou 

is called security studies. was developed under the nibric of realism where i t  wüs 

considered in tems of either the state (national security) or the system (greeat power 

rivalry or polarity). In this conception. references to the security of weak states tend to 

resemble the conditions underlying the 'Near Abroad'. 'Great Game'. or 'Eurasian 

Balkan' scenarios discussed in the Introduction. As 1 will show below. SCT attempts to 

lidd meat to the skeletal bones of the realist approach by adding characteristics such as 

historical interaction and patterns of amity and enmity to the realist bases of power. The 

second section will briefly outline the theoretical conception of the weak state. This 

section will focus on those aspects of statehood that are most likely to be the most 

imponant referents of security and the characteristics evident in weak states that provide 

3 Barry Burin.  Ole Waver and Jaap de Wilde. Securitv: A New Framework for Analvsis. (Boulder: Lynnç 
Rienner, 1998). vii. 
4 See note 10 of Amitav Achrirya, "Developing Countries and the Emer~ing World Order: Security and 
Institutions." in Louise Fawcett and Yezid Sayigh (eds.). The Third WorId Bevond the Cold W u :  
Continuitv and Change, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999). 259. 



the means for insecurity to develop. The final section will pinpoint the structures of a 

SCT and show why Buzan and others believe it to be an important contribution to the 

study of security. 

2.2 Securitv, Securitization and the Co~enhagen Research Group 

Siiice Wurirl Wiir Ii. 'securily siudirs' has rvoiveu anu been trqtsfonned into a 

relatively coherent field.' The timing of this evolution reflects the growth of realist 

theory into a position of academic hegemony in politics departments of North America 

and. to a lesser but still siznificant extent. Great Britain. Therefore. security's pedisree is 

of realism's focus on wu-  and power. Secunty is defined as the survival of the stiite. a 

unit of iinalysis considered to be the inseparable aggregate of its govemment. territor?. 

and society. Realist theoiists consider secunty to exist when n starr is successful in the 

7 international struggle for power. On the other hand. insecunty is the result of a state's 

lack of power. and justifies the use of force against the sources of the existential threat. 

The realist conception of secun ty was most cleÿrl y focussed on the mi li tary-poli tical 

sectors where a threat would induce the state to compensate for a recognised vulnerability 

or direct military actions apinst  the state or States seen to be the source of an existential 

threat. Examples of ihis include the 1961 Cuban Missile Crisis and the present dialogue 

considering Xrnerican national missile defence prograns. Environmentai, societal or 

economic threats were seen to have little relevance, although the latter becarne of greater 

interest in the latter 1980s as American academics posited a relative decline of the United 

5 The traditional. Iiberal counterpoint to strritegic studies is perice research and is ottten prernised upon the 
formation of democratic suuctures of governrnent. Regime theory in security terms is the naturd offshoot 
of liberal thought. 
6 Ole Wrever, "Securitizrition and Desecuritiz;ition." in Ronnie Lipschuitz (ed.), On Securitv, (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1995). 50. 



States' global economic position.8 In the cold w u ,  realist theory had very little to say 

about the third world unless a third-world state was the arena for an ideological battle 

between the United States and the Soviet Union. 

In the early 1980s, regime theory gained prominence as a method of explaining 

international cooperation under anarcty and as a means to span the perceivrd 

realist/idealist divide in international relations theory. Its secunty aspect was introduced 

in the 19S? y-icinl edition of bireniutio~iril Orgmicatiorr. in an article by Robert Jervis. 

Security regi mes are detined as being "principles. niles and noms that permit nations to 

be restrltined in their behaviour in the belief that others will reciprocate."" However. 

unlike most of the other issues considered within the regime framework. security was 

determined to be more probiematic and. as such. remained relatively under-developed. 

Jervis' article has notable redist leanings that are visible in his conditions for the 

formation of a secunty regime and in his hesitation about a broader application of his 

thesis. A securi ty regime requires that the geat  powers demand its establishment. that 

other states share the greüt stütes' value for the regime, that there are no revisionist 

powers among those agreeing to the regime's conditions. and that w u .  or prepwition for 

w u .  is considered to be too costly.10 The author believes thnt these conditions would be 

difficult to attain because of the security dilemma where. in event of a breach (Le. 

refusing restraint or violating the tems of the secunty regime) the price paid in insecunty 

Buzan. People. States and Far:  The National Security Problem. 7. and Buzan. Wrever and de Wilde. 2 1. 
Y See for example Michaei Mosmduno. "Do Relative Gains Matrrr? hmrrica's Response to Japanese 
Indusuial Policy." in David A. Baldwin (ed.), Neorealisrn and Neoliberalism: The Contemuora~ Debatr, 
(New York: Columbia University Press. 1993)- 250-266. Hegemonic stobility theory and imperhl 
overstretch particularly intluenced conceptions ofeconornic threats. See Robert Gilpin. War and Chance in 
World Poli tics, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 198 1). 

Robert Jervis. .*Security Regimes." International Orgonication 362 (1982), 173. Regime theory dates 
back to John Ruggie's "International Responses to Technology: Concepts and Trends," International 
Orgnnisatiort, 29:3 (1975). 557-584. 



would exceed the costs incurred to prepare for war. Security regimes as defined by Jervis 

are considered in global terms. yet they could reasonably be considered in regionül terms 

as well. As such, Jervis' reasons for hesitation are more visible in Central Asia. In the 

region there exist at least two revisionist powers (Russia and Uzbekistan) and lis Uzbrk 

intervention in the Tajik Civil Wür displays. preparütions for war are seen to be 

necessary. Moreover. the lack of a coherent vision of a security regime in post-Soviet 

space is evident in the failures of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) and 

GUUAM structures in recent years.'' In Central Asia. secunty regime theory is therefore 

a non-starter. 

The tentative application of secunty complex theoy as an alternative conception of 

security finds its genesis in the conceptual rnorass of realism that has security studied at 

the systemic and srate levels of riniilysis. SCT posits the existence of an intermediate 

lrvel where secunty is considered in terms of the regional interaction between States. As 

for the concept of secunty, Buzan notes that it is term that "Me power. justice. peace. 

equality, love and freedorn. is an essentially contested concept."" Since the Iüte 1980s. 

greater aciidemic ernphasis has been placed on defining the t e m  and finding parameters 

that would avoid "definitions so protean as to be alrnost meaningless" and parameters so 

large as to produce "conceptual flûbbiness"." In part. the recent theoretical push has to 

'O Jervis. "Security Regimrs.** 176- 177. 
I I  Xzerbaijnn and Uzbekistnn have 'dekcted' from the collective security aspect of the CIS. and most of the 
rest do not believe that it is riny more than ri means for Russian influence on their dornestic situation. 
GUUhM. an acronym for its membcrs Georgia. Uzbekistan. Ukraine. Azerbaijon and Moldova. was rigreed 
upon as an alternative mutual secunty suucture to the CIS. but has not yet produced anything significant. 
" Buan.  People. States and F e r  An Agenda. 7. The phrase ~essentially contested concepts* is nttnbuted 
to W.B. Grillie in M u  BIack (ed.), The im~ortance of Lanouaae. (Englewood Ciiffs NJ: Prentice Hall. 
1962). 
l 3  Rajan Menon. *'Introduction: The Security Envimnment in the South Cnucasus and Centrai Asin: 
Concepts, Setting , and Challenges." in Rajan Menon, Yuri E. Fedorov, and Ghia Nodia (eds.). Russia. the 
Caucasus and Central Asia: The 2 1'' Century Security Environment. ( h o & .  NY: M.E. Sharpe. 1999). 4 



do with the advent of the constructivist school of international relations as well as with 

the recognition that previous theories applied to only a few great powers. As a result. the 

concept of secunty has been gadually disconnected from its strong military focus even i f  

the defence ügainst challenges to sovereignty remains central to its study. "l 

John Gerard Ruggie defines constructivism as "about human consciousness and its 

role in international life." Constructivists "contend that not only are identities and 

ae with ;i interests of mors  socially constructed. but also that thry must share the stn, 

whole host of other ideational factors."" This approach calls into question the very basic 

assumptions of the realist mode1 and is an attempt to crack realisrn's billiard bal1 by 

"rurnmüging in the 'graveyard' of sociological ~ tud ies" '~  to look beyond power to rxplüin 

the nature of relations between states. In this approüch. security is a socially constructed 

concept and its study "has specific meaning only within ü. specific social context" 

emerging and changing "as a result of discourses and discursive actions intended to 

reproduce historical structures and subjects within states and among them."" This is 

panicularly true for the studies of Ole Waever and his  colleagues at the Centre for Pexe 

and Conflict Research in Copenhagen who have applied the speech cict as used in the 

study of linguistics to the field of security studies. With this and a process they cal1 

securitization. the 'Copenhapn School' has revolutionised the way secunty is studied 

and greatly influenced the development of security complex theory between 199 1 and 

1998. 

1.1 Waver, "Securitizrition". 50. 
I5 ~ohn  Gemd Ruggie. **What Makes the World Hang Togetheri> Neo-Utilitxianism and the Social 
Constructivist Challenge." Intenratio~ial Organixtion. 524 ( 1998). 856. 
16 Peter I. Katzenstein. "Introduction: Ntemative Perspectives on National Secuiity." in Peter J. 
Katzenstein (ed.). The Culture of National Securitv: Noms and Identitv in World Politics. (NY: Columbia 
University Press, 1998). 1. 



Waever notes that Buzan's approach powerfully showed that national security is not 

sufficiently understood if  approached from the perspective of one state. Rather. national 

security is dependent on the dynarnics of interstate relations." The field of security 

should be understood to be a contest of wills between states where. allegedly. one state 

seeks to ovemde the sovereigty of another. forcing the threatened stnte to respond if 

possible. In effect. security problems are imbued with intentionality and are defined as 

something that cm rapidly undercut the political order within a state. deprive i t  of the 

capacity to manage itself. and thrreby "alter the premises for al1 other questions.""' 

Chronic insecunty can then be considered to be a problem of capacity. whereby an 

actor's survival is dcpendent on its ability to recognise (thus the use of the word 

'allegedly' above) and respond to the existence of security problems. Secunty is 

therefore a two-step process. The tïrst, recognition. relies on a state's capacity to 

perceive an issue to be a security threat. that is. a threat to its ability to continue as a 

viable entity. The security dilemma is an example of this process. where a weapon thlit 

has both defensive and offensive capability is determined to be a threat. at least pÿrrially. 

by the historical conditions of the states' relations. Outside of the military dimension. an 

issue could be considered a threat depending on how it is perceived to affect a specific 

component of the state (society, temtory or institutional apparatus). Examples of these 

include demopphic upheavai due to the influx of migrants, problems of shared resource 

allocations such as water. and extemal manipulation of domestic minority or opposition 

grooups. The second aspect of security is a state's capacity to respond to a problem 

wherein it must muster its capability to offset a perceived threat. This includes military 

17 Ronnie D. Lipschultz. "On Securïty," in Ronnie Lipschulu (ed.), On Security, 10. 
'' Waver. On Securitv, 49. 



and any available economic. institutional and societai resources. It is from this 

perspective that Wzver defines security as "a situation marked by the presence of a 

security problem aiid sorne measure taken in response," and insecurity as a secunty 

problem without the r e ~ ~ o n s e . ' ~  

Buzan notes that national security "has an enorrnous power as an instrument of 

social and political mobilisation."" In both Wlever's conception and 1998 version of 

secunty complex theory. secunty is a speech act. whereupon an issue becornes a secrrric 

issue with a Irgitimate actor's statement thereof. Wrever expands: 

"security is not of interest as a sign that refers to something more real: the 
utterance itseffis the act. By saying it. something is done. By uttering 
'secunty' a state-repreçentative moves a particular development into a 
specific area. and thereby claims a speciai right to use whatever means cire 
necessary to block it."" 

Secunty clin be considered to lie on a spectrum of issues that range (rom non- 

political to securitized with m implicit role for the state at each (see Figure 1.1). 

Figure 2.1: Spectrum of Public Issues 

Securitization is therefore a more extreme version of politicization; yet whether an issue 
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state in question. For example. religion in Iran and Saudi Arabia is considered a political 

issue. whereas in France and the United States i t  generally is situated as a non-political 

1 - 
issue.-' For an issue to move from political to secunty. it must be considered an 

existential threat, or sornething that overflows from the normal political logic of wrighing 

issues against one another and moves beyond the established rules of 'normal politics'.'" 

A problem is securitized when a legitimate authonty acknowledges an issue as an 

existential threat and receives support from its society to tüke al1 necessary meüns to meet 

it. Security is attained when the securitizing action successfull y neutralises the 

'existenticil' aspect of the threat and allowing the issue to be reconstituted within the 

political. Admittedly. this conception reflects a liberal democratic conception of the state 

where the 'normal niles' and 'legitimate authority' are well defined. However. it is 

equally possible to determine securitization in other (but likely not dl). societies based on 

their pafliçufar rules of n o m a ~ i t ~ . ' ~  This issue will be taken up again in the next section 

when the weak states cire considered more closely. 

2.3 Weak State Characteristics and Problems for Defining Securitv 

One of the key problems with the realist school's conceptualisation of secunty is 

that it  is assumed that the state has monopolised the legitimate use of force on its 

territory, from which threats io other states emanate? As will be s h o w  in this section. 

this assumption is simply not valid for weak states. More commonly. the ruling 

governrnents of weak states face multiple, and competing, centres of authority. each with 

7 1 
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its own perspective of who hns legitimacy. By the end of the cold war. very little had 

been written in a systematic fashion about the interaction of the Third World with the 

international system. patticularly about security." As stated earlier. theories of mtio~icil 

security developed by. and for, westem states have buiit-in cissumptions of the nature of 

the state in question. assumptions that do not retlect conditions existing in post-colonial 

settings. The physictil and ideational structure of post-colonial environments is alien ro 

modem. western States. ülthough some recognisable trappings have been grüfted onto 

leftover colonial institutions. 

Dunng the cold war. various descriptors were applied as a means to differentiate 

between stcites in clle international arena. These include the first. second. and third 

worlds which are shonhand for the Western and Eastern Blocs and others respectively. 

Robert Jackson argues that the term 'third world' is "value-loaded and ideological" and 

was used to "signify a globe divided venically in tems of weiilth and class rather than 

horizontally in tems of sovereign populated temtory."" Moreover. each is an d l -  

encompassing label that. while useful in defïning the boundaries between the various 

worlds. is ill-suited for cornparisons among the states thiit faIl under a specitïc label. 

Although the fint and second worlds had states that politically and economiclilly 

resembled one cinother. the third world was a diverse menage of communist. socialist. 

social-democntic. pseudo-democratic and authoritwian structures. With the end of the 

cold war. the second has been dividrd between the first and third worlds leaving a rather 

tnincated spectrum. A second method of classification is by relative power. splitting the 

l7 Mohammed Ayoob. .'Review Article: The Security Problematic of the Third World." World Politics 43 
( J a n u q  199 1). 258. 
" Roben Jackson. Ouasi-States: Sovereigntv. International Relations and the Third World, (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1990). 2. 



community of States. variously. between super (the USSRlRussia and US), great (for 

example Britain and France). middle (Canada). weak and mini (Micronesia). Some of the 

criteria for placement are the possession of nuclear weapons (the quantity held perhaps 

determining whether ri state is great or super). non-nuclear military power. economic 

strength and temtory. A weak state is one that scores far below the middle powers on ü 

combination of the criteria.'" 

However. as Buzan points out in his first edition of Peo~le. States and Feu. 

"strength ris ü state neither depends on. nor correlates W h ,  power."30 Rather. state 

strength has everything to do with a society's belief in the existence of that state and its 

legitimate authority. Therefore. the concept of rwak state should be de-linked from i r a i k  

poiver. with only the latter being entirely based on mürerial attributes such as milirxy. 

population and temtory. A weak state implies something wholly different; although the 

term is related to material capability. i t  is defined by characteristic deficiencies in 

legitimacy and unity. and concems the levei of acceptance of something called the idea of 

the state. 

The framework for the weak state-weak power duality is the vision of a "fuiler. 

more oganic, conception of the state in terms of temtorylpopulation (the body) and 

socio-political chancter (the mind)"." Buzan argues that the nexus between body and 

mind. in terms of temtory, government and society. is what defines the state at the 

systemic level. It is the Iinkages that bind this entity together that are central to 

" See Michnel 1. Handel. Weak States in the International System. (Great Elritain. Frank Cass. 19901. 30- 
46. 
" Bwan. Peo~le. States and Fez: The National Securitv Problem. 66. 
j t  Bwan, People. States and Feu: An Agenda, 60 and 62. 



understanding security. with the shared idea of the state providing the essential cernent 

holding the w hole terri tonal-polity-society package together (see Figure 2 .2) .  '' 

Figure 2.2: The Component Parts of the  tat te" 

THE ST.4TE 

As Buzan argues. neither population nor temtory requires the state to exist but the socio- 

political expression of an idea held in common by the population is the very essence of 

the state.'" If the state were the centrül object of secunty studies. then the socio-political 

expression of that state would be the essentiai referent of security. A strong idea is a 

Function of its acceptance by a nation. as defined as a large group of people sharing the 

same cultural and possibly the same ethnic or racial heritage. and an organising ideology. 

When a srate is backed by both of these. i t  will have greater control over its physical base 

and a more functional institutional expression. In weak states. one or both of these 

sources are deficient. A 'very weak state' is one possessing neither a widely accepted 

and coherent idea of the state among its populations nor a goveming power strong 

enough to impose unity. An ' o rd inq  weak state' is one that has a goveming unit strong 

enough to enforce at least nominal loyalty toward a state identity, and ovemde. though 
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not unite. competing tribal, religious or political 10~alties.'~ In terms of Figure 2.2. an 

ordinary weak state is better able to compensate for weaknesses in its shared idea by 

strengthening its institutions and tenitonal control. However. i t  is its ideation weakness 

that is the source of its vulnerabilities and provides openings for threats to produce 

insecurities. Funher. this weakness makes i t  more difficult for states to tïnd the capacity 

to respond ro perceived threats in timely or effective fashion. Buzan notes that a weak 

state can be identified as holding some or al1 of the following characteristics: 

Hijh level of political violence 
Major recent changes in the structure of political institutions 
Conspicuous use of force in domestic political life 
Conspicuous role for poli tical police 
Major political conflict over what ideology to use 
Lack of coherent national identity or presence of competing identities 
Lack of clear and observed hierarchy of political nuthority 
A high degree of state control over the media 
Proponionately small middle cl as^'^ 

For most analysts. the process of de-colonialisation is the main source for the 

variables that led to the weak idea of the state. This holds equally tnie for the post-Soviet 

states of Central Asia and the Caucasus as it  does for Asian and Atî-ican countnes that 

oained independence in the 1960s. Jackson believes that the problems are rooted in  post- b 

colonial states' being granted jundical statehood upon independence without having 

gained empincal statehood. This means that the newly independent former colonies 

have been assigned the same extemal rights and responsibilities as other states in the 

international system but lack the domestic legitimacy and empowerment to functionally 

35 Barry Buzrin, "People. States and Fear: The National Security Problem in the Third World." in Edward 
E. &ar and Chung-in Moon (eds.). National Securitv in the Third World The Mrinri~ernent of Intemal and 
Externat Threats, (Aldershot: Center for International Development and Conflict, 1988). 19. Hereritier 
referred to ris "People. States and Fear: Third World." 
'' Buzan. "People. States and Fear: Third World'. 20-2 1 



employ the institutional features normally associated with sovereign states.ji Both 

Western and Russian colonialism tended to impose a system of nile upon tenitories with 

populations that were composites of multiple ethnic or religious identities." Moreovrr. 

colonial institutions were rarely directed toward intemal consolidation of the temtory: 

instead. they main1 y sought to suppon the economic and strategic desires of the colonial 

masters. Indigenous independence movements utilised western concepts of the nation and 

nationalism to define representative national expressions although they often represented 

a dozen or more peoples that were without unifying traits beyond a desire for 

independence.j9 Therefore. independence movements often clvned the seeds of their own 

political fragmentation; new 'nations' were quickly discovered in post-independence to 

justi fy even srnaller secessionist units?' 

The subsequent battles for political control between rival tribal. clan. reli, ~ i o u s  or 

ideological factions forced beleaguered leaderships into protecting their hold on power 

rather than diversifying political and institutional power. As a result. often the idea of the 

state is held only by the leadership, and remains in flux or non-existent outside of the 

centre. Consequently. many post-colonial states lack the legitimacy produced in other 

sovereign states after enduring n long. state-building process. Strong states have both 

vertical and horizontal legitimacy that suppons the government's position and defines the 

structure of society. Vertical legitimacy is about authority and consent. In a strong state. 

the government's right to issue commands is based on its society's belief in  the legitimate 

37 Jackson. 2 1 .  Jackson labels sutes that are affected by this problem as quasi-states. 
3s Kalevi Hoisii. The Srate. War and the State of War. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. L995). 67. 
59 Holsti, The State, 69-70. 
40 Holsti. The State, 7 1 .  



and moral authority of the state rather than the self-interest of its leaders." Horizontal 

legitirnac y concems the community ruled. and refers to the attitudes and practices of 

individuals and groups toward each other and. ultirnately. toward the state.'lJ In weak 

states, neither of these stmctures is evident in cornmunities fragmented by various 

43 competing identities. includin; tribe. religion and ethnicity. If adequate 'stateness' is 

defined as a balance of coercive cüpacity. infrastructural power and unconditional 

legitimacy. in weak stares the lack of this balance prevents leaderships from imposing 

politicül order and miikes them vulnerable to intemal and extemal threats? Moreover. 

the state is often personified by the leader in power and directed toward a leader's interest 

in his or her position of power andor personal weiilth. The security of the srate as an 

rntity is therefore interreliited with its leadership. and insecunty increüses as that leader 

loses his or her capability to exert effective coercive force. 

As argued earlier. secur-ity can be considered as a question of capacity. Most weak 

states do not have the capacity to react to a perceived threat in such a way as to offset 

insecurity. Weak stütes are no different from any other in terms of their position in the 

international system. and must always be wary of rxtemal challenges to their survival. It 

might be argued that they are in a worse position in this regard. as they often do not have 

the effective network of interlocking international political and security mangements 

found amon_o western states. Moreover. the weak attachment to the idea of the stcite dso 

adverseiy affects their position because multiple and divergent notions of the nation 

threaten the secunty of the state as an entity. Buzan notes that the weaker the state. the 

'" Holsti, The State. 57. 
"' Holsti. The State. 57. 
'' Holsti. The State, 105-106. 



more difficult it is to find referent objects of national security because the "prirnary 

extemal orientation of the concept gives way to an increasingly domestic agenda of 

threat~."'~ This is especially tme when a _oovernment's mle is based more on power than 

on consensus and when security is detemined by the continuation of a specitïc leader 

that personitïes the state. In either of these cases. most of the socio-political meaning 

drriins from the concept of national securi ty. '~n a strong state the referent objects of 

security cm  be determined to be the three corners of Figure 1.2: the idea of the state. its 

physical base and its institutional expression. Buzan argues that in a weak state. 

however. the concept of ~iatioilal secunty is nonsense because the state itself defines the 

conditions of insecurity for most of its citi~ens.~' For him. the besr iinswer to this 

theoretical problern is not to apply the concept of national security until such time as 

strong states are developed. Instead. he believes that security complexes provide a 

window into the 'third world secunty problematic'. As we will see in the next section. the 

theory highlights the pattems of regional security relations and defines the patterns of 

hostility among states in regions. providing an entry for penetration by extemal powers. 

2.4 Securifv CompIex Theorv 1983-1998 

Buzan posits the existence of security complexes as a method of theoretically 

filling what he perceives to be a gap in the security theory literature. The purpose of SCT 

is to link the systernic and state levels of analysis of secunty by providing a framework 

that isolates regional secunty dynarnics and thus facilitates the comparative analysis 

- -  -- 
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arnong identified regions. Moreover. its introduction coincided with a penod of time 

when secunty academics were engaged in a dialogue conceming the advent of 'new' 

international threats such as terrorism. The important question of this dialo, =ue was 

whe!.her the field required widening to include the study of other factors dong with 

48 genenllyacceptedpoliticalandmilitarythreats. Becausesecuntyisürelational 

phenornenon. individual stnte security cannot be properl y considered in isolation from the 

environment where it is situated. Systemic security. though useful for the study of great 

powers. is unreliable as a friimework for the study of security on the periphery.4' SCT. 

therefore. sreks to f i 1 1  this gap in the level of analysis and to accommodnte at leüst somr 

of the threats advoçating by scholars of the widening agenda. The original conception of 

a security complex is defined as follows: 

a group of states whose primxy secunty concems link together 
sufficiently closeiy that their national secunty cannot realisticall y be 
considered apart from one another." 

The two essential components of a security complex are the patterns of amity and 

enmity and the distribution of power among the states. Amity is friendly relations or. at 

very least. expectations of protection and support between states, whereas enmity is 

relationships of suspicion and feu? Patterns of arnity and enmity are generated by a 

variety of sources including border disputes. ethnically related populûtions. ideology and 

histoncal links." The isolation of coherent and significant relational patterns among 

states in a geopphically limited temtory is essential for the analyst to be able to discem 

. . - -. -- 
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security complexes from the 'white noise' of the global security environment. This 

environment can be pictured as a semless web linking the security of all nations to al1 

others. whereas regional security relations are interna11 y focused. The existence of a 

complex will be indicated by the security rhetoric of states toward each other. by thrir 

m i l i t q  deployments and by their record of conflicts.'' Between the extremes of itmity 

and enmity lies a broad band of relational indifference or neutrality. The theory suggests 

that when relations between neighbounng states faIl in this middle section of the 

spectrum. the rinalyst finds the bordes of the complex in question. As Buzan. Wtever 

and de Wilde note in  an endnote to their first chapter. complexes are not objective in the 

sense of being independent actors (like the western bloc) but are the product of the 

behaviour of their actors. One cannot quantify relational patterns but must analyse 

comparatively sets of relations to discern where the patterns approüch the extremes of the 

spectrum. Therefore. security complexes will often not be objectively recognised by their 

members. who may even consider themselves to be pan of an entirely sepiirate regional 

formation. 

The distribution of power arnong members of a security complex is the 

component that shapes the possibilities for intra-complex alignment. As in the global 

system. the balance of power will define the pattern of hostility among major regional 

powers. Buzan points to the difference between bipolar structures such as in South Asia 

and complexes with three or more centres of power such as the Middle ~ a s t . "  In the 

former. "there is only room for one major dispute and therefore a change in the pattern of 

53 Buzan. Peo~le, States and Fear: An Agenda. 194. 
54 See Burin's Figure 5.1 for those cornpiexes identified by the author. Buzan, Peo~le, States and Fear: An 
&endri. 210. 



hostility can only corne from some sort of resolution between India and i al us tan."'' 

However. in a tri or multipolar situation. the pattern of hostility lias a much more 

dynamic character where significant bilateral resolutions can occur wirhout affecting the 

overall pattem of hostility in the c ~ r n ~ l e x . ~ ~ e f l e c t i n ~  back to Buzais  differential 

between ordinary weak and very weak states. his example of South Asia points to the 

important role for the weak state in security complex theory. Very weak states will have 

l i  ttie impact on the srructure of the complex. as their security is "intimately bound up in 

the pattern of the l q e r  states". j7 Even so. by virtue of the impact of their alignments on 

the relations among larger states. they may be a source of threat or act as buffers within 

local security dyniimics.j8 Ordinary weak states. however. c m  play an essential role in 

secunty relations. Based on the criteria laid out by Buzan in 1988. Pakistan falls into the 

category of ordinary weak state because its govemment has the capability to maintain 

5 9 order. though it Iücks a binding idea of the state arnong the population. In the South 

Asian security complex. Pakistan is one of the two centres of power defining the pattem 

of hostility with a relationship that predates India and Pakistan's development of nuclear 

weiipons. As we will see in the next chapter. Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan have a similar. 

though less hostile. bipolar mangement. 

Security complexes are a durable pattern of security relations among states 

situated between national and global security. As such. both layers above and below 

have important effects on regional security dynamics. The most important influence 

from the global or higher security complex is the srnothering affect of overlay. Defined 

55  Buzrin. Peo~ le .  States and Fear: An Agenda, 2 13. 
36 Buzan, People, States and Fear: An Agenda, 2 14. 
" Buzrin. People. States and Feu: An ~ i e n d a .  195. 
58 Buan .  People. States and Fe=: An Aeenda. 195- 196. 



as the direct presence of an outside power or powers in a region. overlay has the 

consequence of suppressing the normal operation of secunty relations among local 

powers.6u The conditions for its probable influence are relatively easy to spot and include 

the extensive stationing of m e d  forces in the overlain area and great power intervention 

into local affairs that subordinates local security dynamics to the larger pattern of major 

power riva~ries.~' Historical examples of this condition include European colonialism in 

Africa and Asia, and Europe during the Cold War. This concept will be paniculÿrly 

important in defining the existence of a Central Asian complex in the next chapter. 

Given the recent independence of Central Asia from the former Soviet Union. there 

remains a Russian military presence in al1 Central Asian states except Uzbekistün. 

However. it is questionable whether the Russian Federrition should still be considered a 

great power whose role continues to define the international secunty environment. and 

whether residual Russiün intervention dampens local secunty dynamics. 

One of the key questions in the concept of secunty is what threats to include in 

the study. Buzan's conception of SCT was also an attempt to bridge the gulf between the 

two sides of this discourse by emphasisinj that "secunty is about the pursuit of freedorn 

from threat" and "about the ability of states and societies to maintain their identity and 

their functional i n t e ~ t ~ . " ~ '  The bottom line then is the survival of the basic political 

unit. Military actions c m  "threaten damage deep down through the layen of social and 

individual interest which underlie . . . the state's ~u~ers t ructures" .~~ Moreover. because 

rni l i tq  actions cün induce major changes very swiftly. they have traditionally been 

59 Buzan. '.People. States and Fear: Third World." 19 identifies it as such. 
00 Buzrin. People. States and Fear: An Agenda. L98. 
61 Buzan, Peo~le, States and Ferir: An Agenda, 198. 
" Buzan. People. States and Fem: An Agenda, 19. 



considered to be the primary consideration of secun ty? Buzan's framework, though 

maintaining the primacy of military threats. considers it as one of five interrelated sectors 

of security study. As he puts i t: 

The secunty of human collectivities is affected by factors in five major 
sectors: military. poli ticüi. economic. societal and environmental. 
Generally speaking. milit- security concems the two-level interplay of 
.Ci* .,-l ..C'c7,-;..7 ..,J - I ,C1 
iiiL dliitLd u i i c i i h t  r c  uu u~t~nsive cripribiliiits di' iiie blairs.  and siüies' 
perceptions of each other's intentions. Political secunty concems the 
orpnizational stability of States. systems of govemment and the 
ideologies that give them legitimacy. Economic secunty concerns access 
to resources. finance and markets necessary to sustain acceptable levels of 
welfare and state power. Societal security concems the sustainability. 
within acceptable conditions for evoiution. of traditional patterns of 
languüge. culture and religious and national identity and custom. 
Environmental security concems the maintenance of the local and the 
planetary biosphere as the essential support system on which al1 other 
humün enterprises depend? 

It is imponant to emphasise that secunty analysis by sector is only ü tool to 

confine the scope and compleaity of secunty analysis to more manageable proportions. 

It disaggregates the whole of security by selecting some of the distinctive pattems of 

interaction. although these pattems. individually. lack an independent existence." .A 

complete picture of secunty thus requires the analysis of specific sectors to be 

reaggregated back to a cornprehensive whole. Since the focus of this thesis is the specific 

security questions relating to societal security in a Central Asia context. ihat sector will 

be detailed in the nrxt chapter. Due to its close interrelationship with the political sector. 

Chapter 3 will aiso have a bnef survey of the links between the two. The mi l i t q .  

economic and environmental sectors will be discussed only as they relate to the societül 

and political sectors in the case studies. It is not necessary to go into funher detail here 

63 Buzan, People, States and Fe=: An Agenda, 1 17. 
r s  Buzrin. Pecple. Sraies and Feu: An Agenda, 117. 
65 Buan.  People. States and Feru: An Agenda, 19-20. 



about these five sectors: however. it is important to note that the sectors are closely 

interrelated through the components of the state s h o w  in Figure 2.2 .  Figure 1.3 is o 

visualisation of how sector analysis is related to the state component to which it most 

affects. Buzan notes of his component rnodei (Figure 2.2) that "there is no suggestion that 

the three components stand sepmately, for they are obviously interlinked in myiad 

.. 6 7  ways. His mode1 suggests that the components are distinguishable enough from one 

another to be discussed individuall y as objects of securi ty. 68 

Figure 2.3: Sectors and the Component Parts of the Stnte 
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By the same token. Figure 2.3 does not suggest that specific sectors affect oniy those 

components toward which 1 have them directed: instead 1 highlight which component the 

sector is most likely to threiiten. and therefore where threats frorn that sector would be 

most observable. For example. the military sector is considered as having its greatest 

Bum. Wover and de Wilde. Security. 8. 
67 Buzan, People, States and Fear: An Agenda, 65. 
68 Buzrin. Peo~le, States and Fe=: Ar! Agenda, 65. 



effect on the temtorial and institutional components of states through which i r  also 

indirectiy challenges the idea of state. In the Second World War, the German military 

quickiy overran rnany of Germany's smaller neighbours and often replaced ruling 

govemments of those conquered states with ones more compliant ro Berlin. Gennan y 

was successfui in compromising Poland's temtoriül and institutional expressions. but the 

idea of ü Polish state was held by the Government-in-Exile and Polish partisans. 

However. because the temtorial and institutional expressions of the Polish Stare were 

badly compromised in World War II, its idea emerged from the war yeivs so vulnerable 

that i t  was unable to effectively defend itseif frorn a contending idea backed by rhe Soviet 

Union. 

In cornparison to the other sectors included in SCT. societd security is closel y 

relnted to the poli tical sector and rarher unique in that the sources of these security 

problems rue loclited wirhin li specific srate. Societnl insecunties undermine the 

legitimacy of the idea of the state- fragment the population and impair the state's 

tem tonal con trol -and lessen the effectiveness of the institutions supportin, o the state 

apparütus. Societal security directly affects al1 three cornponents of the state and is 

endemic to weak states. As Buzan points out. societal security cannot really faIl within 

the auspices of national secunty because i t  generally is an intemal affiur. However. if 

secunty is considered as a regional phenornenon. these security problems can be 

extemalised in regions inhabited by weak states through refugee flows. rebel incursions. 

insurzency or general instability. As we will see in the next chapter. societal security 

problems mûy serve as the catalyst to destabiiise nei_ohbounn,o states and possibly 

produce regional zones of instability. 



The latest version of SCT was developed as a result of an ongoing effort by the 

Copenhagen Research Group to challenge the assumptions of traditional security. It 

proves to be the synthesis between SCT. as envisioned by Buzan. and Waever's 

conception of secunty as a quality injected into issues by a ~ t o r s . ~ ~  As such. W;everVs 

ideas outlined in his article "Securitization and Desecuritization" have become i n t e p l  

aspects of SCT. The frarncwork hlis bern redefined as follows: 

a set of units whose major processes of secuntization and desecuritiziition. 
or both are so interlinked that their security problems cannot reasonably be 
iinalyzed or resolved Lipart form one another." 

SCT was seen as strong foundation because it  already embedded social constructivist 

concepts such iis patterns of iimity and enmity defining relations between States. The 

sector approach is crucial to the new framework because i t  maintains a strong link with 

tmdition; i t  retlects how scholars are approaching the widening agenda and as such. it is a 

means of understanding the different qualities of security. Thus the new definition of 

SCT moved the framework away from its state-centricity and the fiivoured position for 

military-political threats and insens a greater emphasis on perception and the processes of 

securitization/desecuritization. Whether this has produced a framework better to deal 

with the problem of security in ri weak state as compared with the original conception 

will be considered in more detail in the next chapter. 

69 Buzan, People. States and Fear: An Agenda, 20-5. -4s the authors note in the preface. this conception of 
SCT was the product of collaboration within the Copenhagen Research Group on various projçcts between 
1990 and the 1998 publication of Srcurity: A new Framework for AnriIvsis. 

Burin, Wcever and de WiIde. 201 



3 Societal Security and the Central Asian Securitv Cornplex 

The first section of this chapter will look more closely at the societal and political 

secton of SCT by considering the relevant objects and actors as well as the threats and 

vulnerabilities that these sectors encompass. Again we turn to the Copenhagen Research 

Group for the majority of the theoretical work in societal security. The concept was 

expanded from Buzan's introduction in  Peo~le.  States and Fear to a full-length book on 

the subject i n  1993 that provided the framework for Buzan. Wiever and de Wilde's more 

succinct application in 1998. This section will be general in its scope. kavins the 

particular case of Central Asia to more cornprehensive analysis in Chapters 4 and 5 

where the most relevant competing identities in the Central Asian societal security 

concerns will be the focus. Therefore. some of the other 'contested concepts' such us 

nation. society and identity will be discussed only in the terms of the generülised mode1 

presented. 

The second section of this chapter will complete the analysis of the levels of anrilysis 

problem in secunty complex theory introduced in the last chapter. This section is 

particular1y important because it provides the theoretical basis for some of the decisions 

made in the third section when detüiling the boundaries of the Centrd Asian security 

complex (CASC). Specifically, the level of analysis approach allows for a better 

understanding of the roles of China and. more importiintly. Russia by sort in_^ crosscutting 

security interdependence so as to separate local dynamics from higher level interactions. 

Because the variables that pronounce the existence of a security complex are not wholly 

quantifiable, the CASC that 1 postdate will be based on a mixture of evidence. jud, oement 



and sorne speculation. I have attempted to rnake obvious the points where the evidence 

becornes hazier. 

3.1 Societal Securitv 

In the previous chapter. societal secunty was briefly noted to concem the 

sustainability of tradition. culture and language for relevant cnllectivities that are 

generülly not synonymous with the state. The referent of societal secunty is a shared 

identity whereby a group has a point of reference to differentiate itself from othrr proups. 

~ocieties'  are what enables a group of people to refer to themselves as .we.' and 

distinguishes .us' from 'them." This 'we-ness' can Vary in size from the family and 

neighbourhood to a nation. civilisation or religion. e x h  having social and mord1 

structures which infom implicit cdculiitions of utility arnong members passed doivn 

through generatjons.' The keys to an identity-based community are those ideas and 

practices that identify individuals ris members who have made a political and personal 

choice to emphasise those traits that differ from other possible identi ties." Wxver argues 

that the nation is a special case of this formulation with a temtorial attachment and an 

understanding of its place as part of the broader global society.j 

Security for these units is undermined by anything that threatens the cohesiveness. 

unity or capacity of a society to continue as a viable entity into the future: that is. 

anythin; that should threaten those key ideas and practices that differentiate one society 

I I have used "societies" rind "identiry-brised cornmunities" interchringeribly. 
B m y  B u a n .  ~.lnuoduction: The Changing Security Agenda in Europe." in Ole Wzver  er al.. Identitv, 

Mieration rind the New Securitv A ~ e n d n  in Europe, (London. Pinter Publishers. 1993). 5-6. 
3 Ofe Wrever. "Societd Security: The Concept," in Ole Waver er al.. Identitv. Migration and the New 
Securitv Agenda in E u r o ~ e ,  (London. Pinter Publishers. 1993). 17-15. 
' Buznn. Wzver and de Wilde. Security. 119-120. 

Ole Waver. "Societd Security". 21. 



from another. Again perception is essential. In what Buzan calls the "societal secunty 

dilemma." perceptions of the other have everything to do with relations among States. 

To the extent that tensions over migration. identity and temtory occur 
between societies, we might by analogy with international politics talk 
about a 'societal secunty dilemma'. This would imply that societies can 
expenence processes in which perceptions of 'the others' develop into 
rnutually reinforcing 'enemy-pictures' leading to the same land of 
negative dialectics as with the security dilemmn between $tares6 

Social formations are dynrimic: thus not ri11 chiinse will be considered a threat. 

However. the source of the change and the history of interaction that exists between thiit 

source and the affected strite will help determine how a society will rerict. An action by 

one 'other' may induce a response that is completel y different from a response to the 

same action by a third group. Identification of a threüt is the function of the society in 

question and the securitizing actors wiII be representatives of that community.' In the 

tïrst comprehensive application of societal secunty by Waver er ai.. issues of identity 

and migration are the driving forces that underlie perceptions of threat and ~ulnerabilit~." 

In Buzün. Wxver and de Wi Ide. these forces are conceptualised in terms of how they 

produce (or affect existing) inter-identity rompetitions for societal dominance. 

Cornpetition can occur horizontally when an identity is forced to change becciuse of 

oveniding cultural and linguistic influence of a competing identity or because of 

demogaphic change. This son of competition would include the Amencanisation of 

global culture and the 'Hispanisation' of the Southem Amencan States by Spanish 

immigrants. A second. vertical, competition occurs as a result of actions such as 

Buzan. "Societal Security. Sure Sccurity and Internationalism." in Ole Waiver et al.. Identitv. Mimtion 
and the New Securit~ Aeenda in Euro~e,  (London. Pinter Publishers, 1993). 46. 
7 Buzan. Wrever and de Wilde, Secwity, 121. If the society cIoscly corresponds to the state. the securitizing 
actor wif 1 be the state's leader. However. in the more likel y case when a state and society do not con form. 
the securitizing actor will be drsiwn from the society. 
9 m - y  Buzan. 'bIntroduction: The Changing Security Agenda.'. 5. 



integration or secession that pull an identity toward a narrower or wider conception." 

This latter threat would include Russia's iittempt to create the 'new Soviet man' in 

Central Asi a wi t h controlled education, language. religion and national policies. 

Societal tiirçiits can have internai and extemal dimensions, or a mixture of each. 

Internally. the state apparatus c m  threaten societies by suppressing their expression and 

by interfering or repressing their ability to reproduce. These policies would prevent the 

transmission of an identity to the next generation.'o How a society responds to this threar 

c m  rnove the issue to an intemal-extemal problem if  it is forced to express opposition in  

protest. insurgency. enlistment of aid from an extemal third pany. or some combination 

thereof. As w r  will see. exürnples of al1 of these lire extant in Centrd Asia. Extemal 

threats in this sector concem the dilution of local populations by the large-sclile migration 

of peoples whose identities differ from those defining the local community. This is 

especially true for migrants who compete for temtory. threaten to disrupt the local 

cultural reproduction. or threaten a specific component of the local identity including 

language. religion or tradition. I I 

In each of these dimensions. the interrelationship between societûl. political and 

military sectors of study is clearly shown. If a state's suppression of an intemal 

community results in an external response. the state rnay be forced to respond to outside 

military action aimed at libenting the beleaguered comrnunity from its govemrnent. or at 

overthrowing the govemment itself.'' A second scenario includes paramilitary or 

terrorist actions against the state in an effort to reduce state pressure on a communal 

9 Buzan, Wmer and de Wilde. Security, 12 1.  
10 Bany Buzrin. "Societai Secwity. State Security," 43. 
" Buzan. "Societal Security. State Security." W. 
" Buan. 5ocietal Secu-ity. State Securiry." 46. 



identi ty. If these actions should occur from a neighbouring country. political ancilor 

military responses from the state may be required. It is exactly this scenario that is 

outlined in Chapter 5 conceming the LW.  Similarly. societal secunty problems may 

induce political insecurities. These are threats aimed at the organisational structure and 

stübility of the state apparatus.'' Political security is about the legitirnacy and recognition 

of either the political units or the essential structures. processes or institutions among 

them. Thus. there is a relationship between political and societal security. Choosing to 

identify oneself with a particular community is necessarily a political act and reacting to 

perceived threats can be organised in the political sector. If organisational stability is 

supported by policies that seek to subven or dislocate competing identities within its 

population. responses by the aggrieved society could include having the issue p l x e d  on 

the stiite agenda. atternpting to control the existing ~ovemment. or seeking secession or 

independence. '" It is rhis cross-over with the political sector that mlikes i t difficult to 

analyse the societal on its own.15 

3.2 Further Theoretical Considerations 

Attempting to observe and then define the boundaries of a specific security 

complex is an arduous task of analysing the secunty discourse. actions and reactions of 

various states existing in a defined temtory. It is not the simple matter of selecting a 

region and cipplying secunty cornplex theory to the relationship between those states 

within that region. Some regions. such as the Middle East. might have several observable 

complexes. Therefore, it is a process of defining the orientation of each state within a 

'' Bwan. Wcver and de Wilde. Securitv. 1-12 
14 Buzan, Wzver  and de Wilde. Securitv, 122- 133. 
l5 Buzan. Wxver and de Wilde. Secunty, 122. 



particular secunty dynamic. As stated in the last chapter. whether a state is inside or 

outside a complex depends on the condition of its relations with other local states: i f  it  is 

indifference. then that state is outside the complex. This does not mean that a state 

outside of one complex is imrnediately a member of a second complex. Some are rqually 

ambivalent to other neighbouring states and can be considered to be insulator or buffer 

states between two complexes. Afghanistan piayed this role between the Sino-Soviet and 

the South Asian complexes at least until 1979.16 Yet. even with an analyst's best efforts. 

"it [remains] an empirical question whether the relative strength of different lines of 

security interdependence is sufficient to establish the location of boundaries that 

distinguish one securi ty complex from anothrr". I 7  

Helpfull y, Buzan has conceptuolised secun ty complexes in terms of the levels of 

analysis as extended from the first conception by Kenneth Waltz in 1 9 5 9 . 1 " ~ ' ~  

original thesis had the individual. the state and systemic levels as a means to 

cornpartmçntlilise poli tical action. Buzan's conception has multiple. rnutual 1 y 

interdependent levels of securiry ranging from the individual person to the global system. 

with three intermediate stages (see Figure 3.1 ). The highest secunty cornplex is defined 

by global competition among the great powers. In the cold war. this was the east-west 

competition between the Soviet Union and the United States. In the post-cold war 

l6 See for exemple Gowher Rizvi's analysis in. T h e  Rolr of the Smnller States in the South Asian 
Comple.lc." in Barry Buzan and Gowher Rizvi. South Asian Insecurit~ and the Great Powers. (New York: 
St. Martin's Press. 1986). 149-15 1 .  
17 Buzan, People, States and Fear: An A~enda .  197. 
1s See Kenneth Wala. Man. The Stnte and WX: A Theoretical Analvsis, (New York: Columbia University 
Press. 1959 ) and Kenneth Wala, The Theon, o f  International Poli tics. (Reading MA: Addison- Wesley. 
1979). 



Figure 3.1 Levels of Security ~ o r n ~ l e r e s ' ~  

setting. the competition hlis not yet been cleiirly defined by theory and ranges from 

Arnerican unipolarity to a multipolar competition among the United States and various 

other powen. Huntington adds a complex synthesis calied the uni-multipolar system as 

1i third possible formulotion with the US overseeing a great power competition b e l o ~ . ' ~  

This higher level of analysis has been more dominant in the security perceptions of 

Britain and the United States who have been conditioned by their positions as 'top dog' 

in power structures. '' 
As can be seen from Figure 3.1. Buzan has two levels of analysis between the 

global (systemic) and the local or lowest level of security complexes. Unlike the United 

States and Britain. security conceptions in Russia. Germany, Greece and Iran. for 

l9 The individuîl and state levels lie bolow rhis visudisation of Buzan's levels of analysis and define sub- 
complex dynamics. In lessening degrees. their effects can reverberate up the chain and affect al1 other 
levels of analysis. More imponantly. however. insecurity at the state level and below will provide openings 
for higher level enternal intluences to intnide into local dynamics and possibly lead to an overlay scenario. 
" The lut is a unique. but equally probable. perspective fonvarded by Samuel Huntington's T h e  Lonely 
Superpower." Foreign Afairs, 7 8 2 ,  1999,3549. 
" Buzan. People. States and Feu: The National Security, 112. 



example. have been "sharply conditioned by inescapable pressures from intense local 

security complexes."" As we have seen. the local complex is distinctive with an 

internally directed orientation in states that have little or no influence on other 

neighbouring complexes. Generally. this limitation is a function of a lack of aggregated 

regional power. and because dynamics within the complex force member states to project 

intemally the majonty of what power they have. It is logical to assume that periodically 

some of the internai secunty dynamics overflow into neighbouring regions and 

complexes. In 1986, Buzan noted thüt "although there is a local dynamic of security 

which is Imgely self-contained within each complex. there is often some inter~ction 

across the boundaies. especially between the higher level and lower level complexes."" 

Sicpercorrtplr.res are defined as an accumulation of local complexes within an iinalyiically 

defined area tliüt share a cornmon hentage or history. Buzan's example of a 

supercomplex is the Middle East (Iran to Morocco). where he identifies three lower 

complexes including the Hom of Africa (Sudan. Ethiopiü. Eritrea and Sudan). the Gulf 

(Iran, Iraq and Saudi Arabia) and the Maghreb complex (Morocco. Algeria and Libya). 

While each local complex is intemally directed. al1 three are "linked together wi thin the 

broader framework of Arab and Islamic politics"'" and centred on the enmity between the 

Arab world and ~srael." The difference between the supercomplex and the siiper- 

regional conip1r.r is while the latter is a relationship between complexes resulting from 

,1 - Buzan. People, States and Feu: The National Securitv. 112. 
23 B q  Buzan. ".A Framework for Regional Security Analysis." in Barry Buzrin and Gowhsr Rizvi. South 
.4sian Insecuritv and the Great Powers, (New York: St. Martin's Press. 1986). 15. 
'' Buzan. "A Framework." 1 1. 
' B q  Buzan and B. A. Roberson. .bEurope and the Middle East: Drifting Towards Societal Cold Waf?" 
in Ole Wrever. er al.., Identitv, Migration and the New Secuntv Agenda in Euro~e. 136. 1 assume tiom 
this thrit the effect flowing from the higher complex is a function of the distance from the loci of that 
interaction. Israel. Therefore, one would cxpect higher level effects on the Gulf complex to be geriter than 
those on the Maghreb complex. 



only proximity, supercomplexes have both ndjacency and some shared historical or 

cultural similarity that transcends what one would expect from adjacency. Essentially. 

the commonality introduces forces into the local complex directing it toward a higher 

level competition (e.g. Arab-Israel) that adjacency without the similarity would not do. 

One aspect of this is what Samuel Huntington would consider a civilisational force in hjs 

Clash of Civilization thesis. 

A super-regional cornplex has a more disparate effect on individual complexes. 11 

does not have the commonality that allows the dynamic of the local complex to be 

penetrated from abroad. Therefore, the actual effect is dependent on the specifics of the 

interrelationship between neighbouring complexes. For example. Buzan noted that the 

South Asian complex interacted with (at the time of his wnting) the Sino-Soviet. the 

Southeast Asian (Laos, Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam) and the Gulf and Greater 

Middle East complexes. 1n his example. interaction between the South and the South- 

eastem complexes was minimised by Burma (Myiinmar) that acred as a buffer. whrreas 

South-Gu1 f interaction tended to be more important because of the Iran's "ex pansi ve 

regional ambition" (threatening India's self-perception), and the differing views of Islam 

in Iran and Pakistan (threatening Pakistan and thus. supporting India). " Therefore. how 

one security dynamic supports or weakens the States within that dynamic can have 

consequences in the security dynamics of other complexes. 

Given the complexity of this example, it is easy to see why Buzan chooses to 

make the distinction among the levels of analysis. First. it allows the ûnalyst ro 

differentiate among overlapping security relations. Secondly. it explains situations where 

16 Buzan. "A Frrirnework". 15. 
27 Buzan. "A Frrimework." 15-17. 



there are asymmetric security links between major local States. For exarnple. China is a 

serious security concern for India. but the relationship is not reciprocated by China which 

considers India to be a relatively rninor security c~ncern. '~  Generally super-regional 

interactions tend to be relatively negligible. but it is clear that in both the supercornplex 

and global levels there is the potential of modifying the dynamics of security at the local 

level that will have to be isolated. 4 final reüson. pÿnicular to this thesis. is that the level 

of analysis approiich will provide the key for unlocking the vuying security dynlirnics in 

the Central Asia region in the next section. 

3.3 The Borders of the Central Asian Securitv Compler 

At this writing. there have been two other attempts to appiy SCT to Central Xsia. 

One. by Hooman Peimani. used Buzan's theory to postulate the present Central hsian 

secun ty complex as an intemediate strige between RussianISoviet overlay to sorne future 

domination by one of Russia. Iran or ~ u r k e ~ . "  He argued that SCT wüs the most 

appropriate friirnework for Central Asian secunty analysis because it  "socs beyond the 

limited understanding of regiondism offered by most existing approaches."'O That said. 

he was not always clear in how he used Buzan's framrwork. In his conclusion. Peimani 

argued that based on his comprehensive analysis of the military. societal and economic 

sectors of Central Asia secunty relations, the CASC would exist for as long as the 

" Buzan and Robenon. "Europe and the Middle East:' 194. 
" Hooman Peimani. Rezional Srcurity and the Future of Central Asia: The Cornpetition of Iran. Turkev, 
and Russia. (Westport: Praeger Publishers. 1998). Peimani mistakenly referred to the Russian Empire and 
Soviet domination of Central Asian as being security complexes (pg. 129). However. these perïods. by 
definition. were conditions of overlay where Russirin and then Soviet leaders stationed extensive m i l i t q  
resources in the region. Moreover, Moscow actively suppressed traditional regionai security dynmics. 
replacing them with new patterns of ami- and enmity that resulted from the reconsmction of Central 
Asian borders under Strilin's nationstlising prograrns. 
30 Peimani. Regional Security, 17- 18. 



Russian. Turkish and Iranian 'security complexes' were limited by internai disorder and 

weakness." Given that. Peimani believed that one of two possible outcornes would 

occur. The first hüd the CASC fdling under Russian overlay if Russia could free itself 

from its intemal weakness. If Iran became the dominant power. Peimani foresaw the nse 

of a West-Asian complex thnt would include Iran. Afghanistiin. the Caucasus and Central 

~ s i a . "  In the first crise. SCT would no longer apply: in the second the CASC would be 

subsumed into a brolider complex. Conceptually. a retum to overlay would be quite 

possible i f  Russia quickly recouped its lost strength. However an Ininiün-centred 

complex as vast as Peimani proposed does not seem to be realistic unless there is a major 

shift in the Gulf çomplex (an rntity he omitted entirely in his andysis). in the ~Middle 

East supercornplex mil at the global level. Furthemore. he ÿrgued that the "conclusion of 

energy agreements between Iran and Turkmenistan. despite US economic sanctions on 

Iran. indicates the importance of Iran for the Central i si ans."'^ This is a g r o s  over- 

simplification of the extent of regional contact with Iran. Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. 

though cordial when necessüry. have kept Tehran at am's  length for the first decade of 

independence due to their fear of radical Islamic influences and a desire to remain on 

good terms with the United States. Peimani. in an effort to apply Great Game logic under 

the mbric of security complex theory, produced conceptually and theoretically confused 

results that 'overlay' his more valuable security analysis in previous chapters. 

In the other major work. Mehdi Mozaffa-i again considered the ChSC as a 

temporary condition that would shift as Russia regained its strength. Unlike Peimani. he 

3 1 Peimani, Reoiond Security, 130 and 133. 
3' Peimani. Regional Security, 133-133. The author correctly notes that by the time of his mdysis. Turkey 
had already bcen rnrugindised as ri viable cornpetitor because of the failure of its economic and cuitural 
penetration in the region. 



saw Central Asia as possibly moving toward a security system. ii unit of analysis defined 

as "an institutionalized cooperation network between a group of states for the purpose of 

reducing threiits against its members to a minimum and providing the maximum possible 

freedom of choice for them."j4 This system would link the Central Asia and the 

Caucasian complexes. A security system is a drastically different concept because it is an 

intentionülly negotiated entity. unlike the cornplex that naturally evolves due to regional 

proxirnity and histoical ~ontact . '~  Thus, this post-Soviet security system would be an 

antithesis to the complex. and, would closely resemble overlay. Russia would be the 

final guarantor of security (like the United States in NATO) and re~ional security 

sensitivities would be reduced through negotiation.'6 Mozaffari's approach only 

considered the military sector: thus, its full application is hmdicapped by his not 

considering the other sectors. Like Peimiini's. however. it did provide some useful 

analysis of regional security dyniimics and patterns of amity and enmity. 

In both of the above atternpts. the question of who is in and who is out of the 

cornplex remained obscure. This is particularly tme when one considers why some states 

were left outside. Peimani's security complex was limited to the five states of Central 

Asia- a decision based firstly on the states' long cornmon history. cultural similarities and 

ethnic ties and secondly on a shared fear of political instability and military/security 

issues." Mozaffari's decision making was similar. He further noted that Central Asia is 

separate from the Caucasus because of geogaphical and cultural differences. their 

- - - - - - - 

33 Peimani. Reoional SscurÏtv. 13 1. 
34 Mehdi Mozriffari. 'The CIS' Sauthern Belt: .A New Security System." in Mehdi Mozaffari (ed.). Secutitv 
Politics in the ComrnonweaIth of Independent States: The Southern BeIt. (Great Brïtain. MacMillan Press. 
1997). 17. 
3 3 blozaffrtri. 'The  CIS* Southern Belt." 18. 
j6 Mozaffari, 'The CIS* Southern Belt," 30. 
37 Peimani, Regional Secut-Ïty, 2. 



different orientations (Central Asia to the East. the Caucrzsus to the Balkans) and the 

natural banier provided by the Caspian sea.js In each case the authors' decisions were 

sound: however. both left out some important aspects dong the way. Though the states 

of Central Asiü have shared subjugation by many di fferent civilisations and empires over 

time. this is not a sufficient condition for the limitation of the CASC to the t he  posr- 

Soviet sttites. The same pattern of subjugation is shared with the five states bp 

Afghanistan. the Xinjiang (variously Chinese Turkisran and Sinkiang) Province of China 

and parts of south central Russia. Although Sinkiang and Afghmistan were not ÿbsorbed 

into the Russian Empire in the Iate 1800s. Russia's control and the subsequent Soviet 

period are relatively ephemeral to the long history of the peoples of the region.j9 

Culturally. Turkic ethnicity connects post-Soviet Central Asia to the Uighurs in Sinkiüng. 

some clans in Afghanistan. and püns of Azerbaijan. Persian culture links Iran to 

Taji kistan. As we will see below. a closer examination of the conditions of security in 

Central Asia produces some interesting modifications to the Peimani and Mozaffari 

security complexes and. more irnportantly. some analytical dilemmas to son out. 

3.4 Definin2 the Boundaries of the CASC 

The possible problem with both conceptions of CASC is that they were proposed 

too early in the region's independence, when the dynamics of security were shifting at a 

greater rate than at present. Buzan and Roberson warned in 1993 that "the new pattern of 

security relations in [Transcaucasia and Central Asia] is not yet clear" and that there is an 

"insufficient independent security dynamic in the region to cal1 this a security 

js Mozaffan. 'The CIS' Southern Belt." 8. 
39 Although Afghanisnn w u  never hl ly  controlled by nny of the Great Powers. nem the end of the Ch.ing 
(Mnnchu) Dynrzsty, Russia was able to force entry into Krishgru, an oasis city in Sinkang. China. There, 



~ o m ~ l e x . " ~ ~  In L998. the warning was raised again by Buzan. Wlever and de Wilde who 

noted that "it is still too early to say what kinds of security relations will emerge from the 

political-societal-military conflicts in Central Asia and the  auc cas us".'" However. they 

also note that "minority problems. water disputes and awkward boundruies offer ample 

scope for the new states to drift into the classical fom of a local ~ o r n ~ l e x . " ~ '  The 

clearest evidence of the premature application of SCT in Peimani's study is how he dealt 

with China. He noted that. in the long run. other states may become pan of the CASC 

and points to China as one prominent possibi ~ i t ~ . ~ '  However. he disregarded i t  as either 

an intemal or possibly dominating entity in  his study because its impact had not been felt 

on the whole region? Since the time of his writin:, Beijing has become increasingly 

involved in the region. This is particularly true because of the politicai instability in the 

Chinese province of Sinkiling and the belief that Uighur activists are using Central Asia 

as a base for their actions against Chinese authority in that province. Having the benefit 

of several extra yerirs of evidence. 1 have calculated the rnembership of the CASC to be 

different than the ones developed by Peimani and iMozaffiui. 

Like Buznn's conception of the Middle East. southem post-Soviet space can be 

considered to be a supercomplex that includes several localised complexes linked by a 

shared history of Russian and Soviet domination and their continuing relationship with 

the Russian Federation. These include a Caucasian cornplex. one possibly centred on the 

Caspian Basin and a third in Central Asia. Linking each is a historical association with 

Russians, under Nicholas Peuovsky, became the "behind-the-scenes rnaster of Chinese Turkistan" between 
1882 and 1903. See Meyer and Brysric. Tournament of Shridows. 3 17. 
" Buzan and Roberson. *'Europe and the Middle East.'' 137- 138. 
" Buzan. Wover and de Wilde, m. 136-137. 
" B wan, Wzver and de Wilde. Security. 137. 

Peirnani. Reeional Security, 35. 
U Peimani, ResionaI Securîty, 4 



Russia whose continuing influence includes supporting the Abkhazian secessionist 

groups agiiinst Georgia, arming Armenia in its war against Azerbaijan and intervening in 

Tajikistan. However. i t  would be a mistake to limit analysis on security dynamics to 

ready-made Iormulae provided by the former Soviet Union. In the decade since the 

collapse of the USSR. many states have had their secunty refocused away from Russia. 

Eastern Europe and the Baltic States have tumed toward the West while Bulgaria and 

Rumania are moving toward the Balkan cornplex. For Centnl Asia. there remains a 

question of how exiensively Soviet penetration modified the natural patterns of amity and 

enmity in the region. In the following section I will consider the security relations of 

various stütes in and around post-Soviet Central Asia. Though the reasons for my 

decisions are offered here, more comprehensive evidence will be provided in the next 

chüpter. 

The Core 

There is no question that in Central Asiri. the secunties of Kyrgyzstan. Uzbekistün 

and Tajikistan corne the closest to embodying Buzan's vision of a security cornplex. The 

survival of any one of these states requires each to remain politically and socially stable 

and for any upheaval to remain localised. The locus of this security triangle is the 

Ferghana Valley, a small, densely populated and shared temtory that acts as a conduit for 

the extemalisation of local unrest. The secunty l i nkag  has bcen accentuated by the 

Tajik civil war where the primmy focus of Uzbek security has been to limit the 

extemalisation of conflict from the borders of Tajikistan. More recently. the 

radicalisation of Islarnic organisations responding to Lkzbek President Karimov's 

repression of domestic opposition has created what one analysr has tenned to be possibly 



"the most serious threat to the stability in CIS Central Asia t ~ d a ~ . " ~ ~  Finally. the security 

interdependence arnong these core states is firmly entrenched through Uzbekistan's 

desire to dominate the policies and politics of its srnaller neighbours. In terms of amity 

and enrnity. the Kyrgyz and Tajiks are deeply suspicious of Uzbek motives. and rnmity. 

generally. dominates relations. 

Kazakhstan 

Samuel Huntington has identified states having populations representing two or 

more civilis<itions as cleft states that risk division by the forces of competing 

civilisations."b Similiiriy. but without Huntington's dire outcome. Kazakhstan lies on the 

border of possibly three security complexes with its security focus gravitatinp townrd 

exh.  The net result for Kuakh leaden is a razor's edge of competing orientations. Over 

35% of its population are ethnic Russians who mostly populate the nonhern oblasts 

bordering on Russia (see Figure 3.1 in Appendix). This situation draws Russia deeply 

into Kazakhstan's interna1 and external affairs. always with an impending threat of 

intervention i f  there is a perceived depreciation of the Slavic communi ty 's standing. 

Mozaffûn went as far as saying that Kazakhstan could be "considered semi-Russian 

because any threat to it. whether societül or extemal. directly jeopardises the security of 

 uss si ans.'^' In economic terms. Kazakhstan. with Russia. can be considered a member 

of a possible fledgling Caspian Basin sub-cornplex (Iran. Turkmenistan. Azerbaijan. 

Russia and Kazakhstan). or possibly as the eastemrnost extension of the Caucasian 

complex. In these two complexes. the first would revolve around access to and the 

45 Bruce Pannier. "Puzzling Out the Islrirnic Movement of Uzbekistrin: A View From Kyrgyzstan." 
Turkistizn News:sletrer 4:42 (February 16.2000). 
46 Samuet Huntington. The Clash of CiviIizritions: Remaking the World Order, (New York: Simon & 
Schuster, 1997). 137- 135. 



ability to exploit the vast quantities of oil and :as beneath the Caspian Sea. To gain the 

majority share (or in Russia's case, some share iit d l )  would rnean increased and 

sustained levels of foreign investment and export capital that would prove to be the 

salvation for Turkmenistan. Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan and most li kel y be considered a 

threat by Russia and Iran. With the extension of pipelines through Azerbaijan. Armenia. 

Georgia and Turkey. Kiizakh wellbeing would be tied to the maintenance of pexe in the 

Caucasus to ensure the security of its lifeline to the west. At the same time. Kazakhstan 

has doser ethnic and historical ties with its Central Asian neighbours and i t  maintains a 

Ions border with China. Furthermore. it  is susceptible to the overflow of ethnic unrest 

from Lkbekistan and Kyrgyzstan and is interested in combiiting the spread of instability 

frorn Xfghanistün and Tajikistan. Kazakhstan serves as one of the two poles in my 

bipolar conception of the CASC as i t  1s the only regional stüte that has the economic and 

rnilitary assets to counter Uzbekistan. In his comparative analysis of potential üzbek and 

Kazakh regional pre-eminence. diplomat Dmitry Trofimov argues that ai present. neither 

state has sufficient economic and political potential to establish a leadership position. 

Instead. the region as a whole would "retain its bipolar nature in the future"."~loreover. 

he argues. "the rivalry between Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan will mainly center on the 

division and redistribution of spheres of infl~ence.'"'~ 1 believe that. until such time as 

the western pipeline is built. Kazakhstan will remain primaril y focused on the CASC. 

47 Mozriffari. 'The CIS' Southern Belt." L 1. 
4s Dmitry Trofimov. "Regional Preerninence in Central Asia." Janiesrorvn Foundariori Prim.  V I 2  part 4. 
(February 18.2000). 
49 Trofimov. "Regional Preeminence." 



Turkmenistan and Iran 

By virtue of gaining independence at the same time as the other states of Central 

Asia. Turkmenistan is generally included in any regional analysis. However. there is 

little evidence to suggest that i t  has a great degree of secunty interdependence with its 

eastern neighbours. This is panly a function of Turkmenistan's avowed and 

international1 y recognised neutrality that. in effect. isolates it from secunty relations wi th 

most of its neighbours. The exceptions to this are its bilateral militÿry agreements with 

Russia and contracts for resource exploitation and trünsportation. Although i t is 

jenerally suspicious of Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan (evidence of enmity). Turkmenistan's 
C 

rnost intense security relations have been with Russia. which provides border secui-ity and 

protection of transport links to 1ran.j' 

.At this time. Turkmenistan's secunty position is more chariicteristic of an 

ifisulating stare. trapped between the CASC and the Gulf secut-ity complen. thlin i t  is of 

an active participant in the CASC. Considenng the Turkmen case as such allows ban to 

be removed from the calcuiation of the CASC as its influences move wholly to the super- 

regional level. While some or al1 of the states of the CASC may consider Iran's influence 

a concem. its security interactions are directed toward the Gulf complex with Saudi 

Anbia and Iraq. This is not to Say that it is not a factor in the secunty issues arising in 

Central Asia. As we will see in Chapter 5. the IMU-Iran connection was cleÿrly in 

evidence by the MU'S use of hanian radio to announce its resistance to the Uzbek 

Govemment. However, there is nothing to suggest that Iran has entered into the intemal 

dynamics of the CASC beyond what would be considered a super-regional affect. 

50 R. Frîetag-Wirminghaus. *Twkmenistan*s Place in Central Asia and the World.'. in Mrhdi Mouffari 
(ed.), Sccuiïtv Politics in the Commonwealth of Inde~endent States: The Southern Belt, 74-76. 



Afghanistan 

In a very short contribution to Mozaffari's book, Anthony Hyman highlighted 

sorne of the most important reasons to include Afghanistan within the CASC. Although 

the article was finished before the Taliban successfully took control of the Afghan 'state'. 

some of his fiictors remain salient at this writing. Hyman argued that members of all five 

post-Soviet states are represented in the Afghan population. and that the Tajiks. Uzbeks 

and Turkmen of Afghanistan are of the same ethnic stock 3s those in the northern states." 

Moreover. the "north-east of Afghünistan and the south of Tajikistan c m  [bel considered 

as one single and vast entity, which ethnic politics and socio-çconomic evolution have 

made evolve differently on either side of the fr~ntier."~' Secondly. Afghanistan has not 

been aloot' from involvement in post-Soviet security affairs and was reportediy providing 

financial. logistic and m i l i t q  aid. snfe havens and insurgency bases to the vanous sides 

of the Tajik Civil ~ a r . "  

Hyman's other factors, such as increasing economic ties and potentirtl cldethnic 

rivalry in  Afghan politics. have been set aside ternporuily by the advent of Taliban 

control of Knbul. Even so. Afghanistan is a defining exarnple of what Buzan envisioned 

in very weak states. The Talibûn. as yet, have been unsuccessful in extending their 

control into the nonhem provinces of ~ f ~ h a n i s t a n . ' ~  Since the cooling of the Tajik Civil 

'' Anthony Hyman. "Afghanistan and Central Asia" in Mehdi Moznffri. T h e  CIS8 Southern Belt: A New 
Security System" in Mehdi Mozaffari (ed.), Securitv Politics in the Commonwealth of Independent Sirites: 
The Southern Belr, 122. He noted that Afghanistan was the destination of migratine hrniiies liom the 
Ferghana and other regions ris Iate ris the 1920s and 1930s but since the beginning of the Afghan civil war 
in 1978, the Kazakh and Kygyz populations have d l  but vanished. 
'' P. Centlivres and M. Centlivres-Demont. Tadjikistan et Afghanistan." in M. R. Djalili and F. Grare. 
Triiikistrin ji l'épreuve de L'indeuendence, (Geneva: Institute des Hautes Etudes Inteniritionriles, 1995). 17- 
27. Translation quoted in Hymrin. "Afghanistan suid Central hia." 122. 
" Hyman. bDAfghanistm and Central Asia." 124. 
54 The Militarv Balance states in its 1999-2000 edition thrit the TaIiban controIs two-thirds of Afghanistan 
but faces the 60,000 strong Islarnic Society opposition force made up of ethnic Uzbek. Trijik and Turkmen 



War. and especially since 1999, Afghanistan has been increasingly involved in the 

security dynamic of the core of the CASC. In çarly 1000. a high level meeting of Uzbek. 

Kazakh. Kyrgyz, Tajik and Russian representatives secuntised Afghan safe havens and 

'terrorist training bases' by considering them to be a justifiable tiirgets of Uzbek and 

Russion air strikes in response to 'terrorist actions'." Whether Afghanistan was - in  or 

out' before the Taliban succession is acadernic. as with this securitising üct it has been 

pulled within the CASC. Therefore. the nonh of Afghanistan can be considered a 

mu1 ti faceted and independent sub-state actor in the CASC. This opens an interesting 

theoretical dilemma of whether a complex cün include only pan of a very weak or 

ordinriry weak state: this will be covered in more detail in the following discussion of 

China. 

China 

Like Afghanistan. China cannot be fully considerrd within the CASC. and its 

interactions with Central Asia have to be carefully soned among the levels of analysis. It 

is necessary then to place some conditions on its application within the CASC. Firstly. i t  

is included in the list of greeat States that compete at the systemic level of analysis and 

among those that cornpete super-regionall y for Central Asian influence. There fore. man y 

of the Chinese influences have to be considered as intervening dynamics tlowing from 

higher level interaction. Second. Chinese activi ties in the rconomic realm have been 

quite limited and its military deployments remain directed toward its East Asicin 

neighboun. Howrver. in tems of ethnicity and identity one of its most troubling 

fighters and Iocrited in the northern provinces. Internriuonal Institute for Strritegic Studies. The ~Military 
Balance L999-2000, (London: Oxford University Press. 2000). 159. 



provinces is Xinjaing. bordering on Kazakhstan and Kyrgystan. which has a large Uighur 

minority that is related to other Central Asian ethnic groups. As it relates to the Xinjiang. 

China's societal security is interdependent with the ethnic and political stability in post- 

Soviet Central Asia. Moving China to higher level of analysis. as 1 have done with 

Russia below. may not be useful because of the interelated nature of the societal sector 

relative and the other sectors. Uighur secessionist forces that seek to detach at least part 

of the province (called Uighuristan by some) supponed by brethren located in great 

numbers in Kyrgystan and Kazakhstan. threaten Chinese authonty in Xinjiang. 

Therefore. inclusion of at least this sub-unit. packaged with Chinese clout from Beijing. 

reflects two levels of interaction. Firstly there is the state-state secunty dialogue between 

Chinese representatives from Beijing and the states of Central Asiri. Secondly. there is the 

Uighur minority-Central Asian Stüte dynamics thüt  may prove as threatening at the 

societal lrvel. In Kyrgyzstan. for example. some Uighur activists have been arrested and 

killed in recent yerin.'%olonged action of this sort müy elicit a rninority response that 

could undermine Kyrgyz stability. China would seem to sit in a hazy middle ground 

between, at least, the super-regional and the local security complex with the latter only 

more obvious in  the societal sector. The particular Chinese-Krizakh and Chinese-Kyrgyz 

security dynamics will be covered in more detail in the later chapten: however. suffice i t  

to say here that in terms of societal and political security. Xinjiang, China is within the 

CASC. 

55 Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty have brrn reporting on the tising tensions on the Uzbek-Afghan 
border since the beginning of 2000. One of the latest reports is Bruce Pannier. "Uzbekistrin: Tensions 
Rising on Afghan Border," RFERL Weekday Maga;ine. June 2.2000. 



Russia 

The final state for consideration is possibly the most difficult state to nail down. 

Similar to the Chinese and Afghan cases. Russia cannot be considered wholly outside the 

CASC. and like China, its effect c m  flow from vanous levels of analysis. Yet i t  differs 

in that its interaction holds somr of the characteristics of its traditional overlay position. 

For the CASC to exist as an independent unit. Russia m u t  not have armed forces 

entensively stationed in the region nor subordinate the local secunty dynamics in fwour 

of li higher level cornplex's competition.j7 The 10lst Motorized Rifle Division that was 

stationed in Dushanbe. Tajikistan during the Soviet era was maintained as the pnmary 

component of the 15.000 strong peacekeeping force estiiblished eu1 y in the Tajik civil 

war. In 1996. Russia had stationed officer contingents to train Tajik conscript border 

5 Y troops and. at its peak in 1998. the 701" was 6000 strong. The extent of Russia's 

presencr in  Tajikistan is not reflected in the other States in the region and with the advent 

of the second Chechen War in 1999. Russian military assets have been severely tned. 

Although the Russilin military has played. and will continue to play, a large role in 

intemal conflicrs in the Taji kistan. there is no clear evidence t hat indigenous regional 

security dynarnics have been subordinüted to great power competltion between the 

United States. China. Russia, Turkey and Iran. Even so. i t  has been asked in to support 

regional actions against secun ty problems including. most recentl y. the agreement to 

conduct air strikes on supposed terrorist bases. Outside of the peculiar case of Tajikistan. 

Russian-Central Asian secunty relations do not reflect a condition of overlay. 

j6 '*K.rygyz Security Hits TWO Ideologicd Birds with One Stone." Janiesrown Foundation Monitor 4:56 
(May 5.  1998). 
57 Buzan. Peo~le, States and Fear: An Auenda, 193. 



The levels of analysis point to what would best explain Russia's position vis-à-vis 

the CASC. The Soviet Union had the effect of creating several distinct secunty 

complexes through its artitkial intemal borden and its active undermining of what it 

perceived to be Pan-Turkic or Pan-Islamic unity movements in various Autonomous 

Regions and Oblasts. Although this will be covered in more detail in the next chapter. i t  

is important to note two of the more important activities in this vein. One was placing 

internal borders in such a way as to create large non-titular minorities. thereby 

undermining the nationalising progmm of the rnajority: the second was to force full y 

'encourage' internal S lavic and European migration to Moslem regions. Each wiis 

instrumental in creating conditions of enmity arnong the ethnicities of the vürious newly 

independent States and ensuring continued Russian interest in these new regions. Though 

the Caucasian secunty complex (CSC) is relatively independent from the CASC in 

security terms. both remain interconnected by their relations to Moscow. In effect. this 

relationship would reflect a supercornplex that connects. through Russia. the vast post- 

Soviet space. but sits below and is greatly influencrd by higher level cornpetition 

between Russia. China. Iran. Turkey and the United States. The relative difference 

between Russian-Caucasian and Russian-Central Asim relations is that the extent of 

Russian intervention is more evident in the former than the latter. 

Thus. the order of secunty complex levels of analysis that I postulate to exist in 

Central Asia can be visuriiised as follows: 

IS Roy Ailison. *The Mi1itu-y and Political Security Lûndscape in Russia and the South:" in Rajûn Menon. 
Yuri E. Fedorov and Ghia Nodia (eds.), Russia, the Caucasus and Central Asia: The 2 l*' Century Securitv 



Figure 3.3: Central Asian Levels of Analysis 

  LOB AL COMPLEX 
C'S ~IEC;E.I!O.VY OR ML'LTIPOL~R 

Frorn this perspective the next chapter wiil attempt to locate the mosr relevant identities 

in the CXSC. This task is made more diftïcult by the arbitrary nature of the cthnic 

identifications. pürticularly Uzbek and Tajik. As ethnogrophers have noted in the p s t .  

Soviet-era titular nationalities bear little resemblance to those that existed before the 

advent of Stalin's nationalizing progam. This is particularly true for differentiating 

between Uzbeks and Taji ks. Recent surveys have highlighted the difficulty of defining 

these states' societies dong ethnic lines. I intend to show that ethnicity is not a 

particularly good evaluator for locating the identities required to decipher the security 

dynamics within the societal sector. Rather 1 will consider the spectnim of possible. and 

relevant, identities from the niahalln to clan to region and show how each has contributed 

to domestic and regional security. Moreover. I will evaluate Islam and radical Islam in 

- - 

Environment, ( ilùmonk: M.E. S harpe. 1999). 27-60. 



contrast to state-sponsored nationalizing programs to see if there is sufficient evidence of 

Iarger societal communities. 



4 Identities of Central Asia and the Problem of Ethnicitv 

The purpose of this chapter is to develop in detail the identities extant in 

contemporary Central Asia. and to analyse speci ficall y whether they provide a sufficie~t 

basis for effective secuntization. Whether a societal security problem exists depends on 

wherher a wciety hnc defined 2n issw to he ir. existentiz! h x t  tc irs s r ~ i r r i l .  Th; 

approach taken in this chapter will consider specific levels of identity (sub-state. national 

and supra national) in isolation from other. possibly interrelated. levels. Howevrr. 

societal groups do not generally correlate directly with specific regional. national or 

religious identities but are often composites of each. As we will see in the next chapter 

the Pamir society has a culture defined by its Iranian heritage and its Ismlù'li religious 

practices. different from and threatcned by the identity propagated in Dushanbe. 

Therefore. while securitizütion c m  occur at al1 levels of identity. it is more likely thüt  

aspects of different levels of identity are threatened. The societal secunty situation. its 

relation to political insecurity and possible military action and. as such. its effect on the 

CASC as a whole is more crosscutting thün simply ascribing Islam or ethnicity as sources 

of secunty problems. 

Until now. Central Asia research that has focused on the societal secunty issues has 

divided almost equally between ethnic and Islarnic groups as likely securitizing identities. 

Ethnically based research concentrates on insecurities resulting from the proximity of 

opposing titiilur ethnic groups within a specific state or within a shared temtory such as 

the Ferghana Valley. Generally, these studies are based on comparative national and 

regional population statistics andor the existence of oppressive anti-minority state 

policies that may push minority communities to violence. This approach is generally 



premised on the assumption that each of these minori ties constitutes a coherent entity 

with the state that bears its name (for example. Uzbek minorities of Kazakhstan being 

inherently the same as those found in ~zbekistan).' Thus, they assess the dan, aer of ethnic 

conflict by the relative size of the minority population and predict behaviour from 

~eneralisations from the entire ethnic g o u p '  The second approach considers Islam or s 

radical (often called fundamentalist) Islam as a competing social identity to the secular 

state. Western media and academia were particularly concerned by the possibility of 

"five addi tional fundamentalist Irans" in the early days of Central Asia's independence.! 

Though the threat of radical Islam rxists in Central Asia. evidence suggests that there Lire 

deep divisions in  this community that belie the coherence assumed by western observers. 

As will be shown here and in the next chapter. unity among Islamic groups has become 

more of an issue due to the inadvertent cultivation of a united opposition in Uzbekistan 

that has transcended the tradition official. public and radical divisions that have existed in 

the past. 

Expanding upon these two popular approaches. there are other levels of identity that 

provide securitizing identities. The brorid conceptions of titular nationalities encompass 

competing identities among traditional neighbourhood entities called the nzalialh and the 

regional or district organisation (raiou) that consists of a council of 'grey beards' 

(aksakal) representing the rnalinlla. More broadly in scope. some analysts have 

postulated securitizing identities centred on clans. tribes and regional identity-collectives. 

Above the state level. and usually used in conjunction with considerations of Uzbek 

' John Schoeberlrin-Enpl. "Contlict in Tajikisüin and Central Asia: The Myth of Ethnic Animosity." 
Hanard Middle Easr and Islnnric Revieiv, 1 2  ( 1994). 12. 
' Schoeberlein-Engel. "Contlict in Tajikistnn and Central Asin." 12. 



hegemony. the Pan-Turkic (or Pan-Uzbek) identity has been a recumng thsme in security 

dialogues between Central Asian States. 

This chapter will review some of the literature of ethnic and identity analysis focused 

on Central Asia. 1 have chosen to consider five different entities that can be o r p i s e d  

into three overarching clitegories including sub-state. national and supra-national 

conceptions. in each section. 1 will seek to develop the scope of the panicuiar entity. the 

extent to which i t  holds members' loyalty and whether it should be considered to be a 

securitizing agent. Beyond explaining what identities are relevant in Central Asia. this 

chapter's purpose will be to focus on those identities that are rnost useful in security 

analysis providing the hckdrop to the case studies in Chapter 5 .  

4.1 Sub-Shte ~ n i t s "  

As 1 have stated previously. Central Asia has little tradition of statehood and hüs only 

b e y  to develop the foundations of statehood since the collapse of the Soviet Union in 

1991. As outlined in Chapter 2. acolIectively sharedconception of the existence and 

legitimacy of the state is an essential component of a strong stüte. In Central Asia. state 

structures have been gnfted onto regional structures that previously oganised smaller. 

localised entities. This section will consider two di fferent localised identity-collectives 

thai are the result of different patterns of historical development. The first are the 

identities that are commonly found in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan and defined by one's 

j .Ulcn Kagedan and William Millwud. Tenual  Xsians: Recruiü for Revoiutionvy Islam? Cortinrerirn~ 
(Canadian Security and Information Service), No. 27 ( 1992). 1. 
' In Section 3.2 1 will deal specifically with the difficult nature ofethnîcîty in Central ..\sis. In this section. 
ethnic identifiers such as Utbek. Tajik. Kazrtkh and Kyrgyz will be considered ris coherent entities as 
detined by Soviet ethnographers. A second conceptual concern will be the use of 'region' as rneaning a. 
territorial subsection of a state identity and 'region' meanins, ris it did in Chapter L and 2. ri geopolitical 



location. The second are clan hierarchies based on ancestry and found, to some degree. 

in ail states of the CASC. Both forms have proven to be regional forces rhat counteract 

nationalising programs. 

Nancy Lubin's 1995 survey of Central Asian Islamic identi ty has provided greater 

detail for the study of identities deemed to be important to citizens of Uzbekistan and 

Knzakhstan. In the survey resul ts. the responses to two panicular questions emphasise 

the role of local institutions and the extent of loyrilty that they attract. The first question 

asked respondents ro choose those identi ty-groups to which they felt they most brlonged. 

On whole. the results show that. in the majority of cases. respondents identified more 

closel y to their communi ty than to broader cntegories such as "people of my brlief '.' 
The top four identities that people chose were their frirnily (66%). their neighbours 

(408). their ~~iakulla (36%). and their relatives (35%)." This information proves more 

telling when combined with a second question concerning how respondents believe 

political power to be distributed among institutions. It asked respondents to nink the 

level of power held by specific individuals or institutions on a scale of one to nine (nine 

being unlimited power).7 Ratings of seven and above imply that the individual held 

signifmnt power. Uzbeks. ovenvhelmingly, chose President Karimov (96%) but also 

noted oblast leaders (70%) and raiml (district) and city leaders (60%) as significant 

power holders.' Although a smnll sample size and relatively large rnargh of error (6-7%) 

region encompassing several states. To increase clruity in this chapter. 1 will specify 'Central Asian 
Region' for the latter definition. Othrrwisc 'region' wiiI be used in t e m s  o f  a sub-strite entity. 
5 Nancy Lubin. "Islam and Ethnic Identity in Central Asiri: A View from Below." in Yaricov Ro'i (ed.) ,  
Muslirn Eurasia: Conflictino Lesricies, 56. "People of rny belief' wris the critegory thrit Lubin wris most 
interested in as she sought to find evidence of islrimic awareness. 

Lubin. "Islam and Ethnic Identity." 56. 
7 Lubin, "Islam and Ethnic Identity". 59. 

Lubin. *'Islam and Ethnic Identity9*. 59. 



hamper Lubin's survey, i t  provides some of the fint evidence of the strength of sub-state 

identi ties in Central ~ s i a . ~  

If a generalisation can be made from Lubin's survey. it would be that people identify 

with and believe power is centred on those identities that were closest to them. For 

Uzbeks. these results should not be unexpected. Historicall y. Uzbeks and Taji ks were 

sedentary oasis dwellers and merchants who. more so than the Kazakhs and Kyrgyz Who 

corne from nomiidic stock). identify more readily with their location than with ancestry." 

The triukalli forms the basis of the traditional power structure. organises political and 

social life. and provides for the social needs of its citizens." Islam Karimov. the 

President of Uzbekistan. has referred to these entities as being "created with regard to the 

historical traditions and 'mentality' of the people. for whom the significance [as] an 

important social self-goveming agency hüs always been geat."" The ~~iuliuliu systern of 

temtorial mie dates back several centuries and incorporates several dozen families held 

together by kinship or profession and grouped around a neighbourhood mosque.I3 Ln the 

Soviet era the ruiori or district level of govemment was introduced. incorporating several 

r~ialiollos and providing the basis for the regional political élite. This second structure is 

a replica of the pre-Bolshevik feudal systern and Demiün Vnisman argues that the 

"principle of 'dernocntic centralism,' the theoretical basis of Bolshevik rule. was 

9 Lubin notes that her scimple size was 2000 and her error term as 6-79 (p. 53). Moreover she also 
highlights thm responses are infîuenced by the fear (following the 1992 Adofnt craclidown in Ferghana) and 
the desire to give both the 'right' or the most 'politicrilly correct' rinswer (p. 54-53. 
10 Duia  Fane. "Ethnicity and Rcgionaiism in Uzbekistan: Maintaining Stability Through iluthoritaririn 
Conirol." in Leokadia Drobizhevri et al.. Ethnic Conflict in the Post-Soviet World: Cases and Anrilvsis. 
(Armonck: M.E. Sharpe Sr Co., 1996). 278. 
" Demian Vaisman. . .~r~ionalism and Clan Loyalty in the Political Life of Uzbekistan." in Yaacov Ro'i 
(ed.). Muslim Eurrisiri: Contlictin~ Lesricies. 106. 
" Islam Karirnov. Uzbekistan on the Threshold of rhe TwentyFint Centurv. (London: Curzon Press. 
1997). 97. 
l 3  Vnisman. "Regionalism." 106. 



integrated completely into the feudal system of power. contributing to its preservation 

and consolidation."'" The importance of this regional entity is not in question. In the 

Soviet era the raiods secretary (usually the most powerful of the aksakal ) wouid 

surround himself with his kinsmen and other members of his community and recruitment 

was based lrirgely on who was related to whom." Furthermore. the system of familial and 

comrnunity ties took on a regional aspect with political fiivountism. and therefore 

regional control. extended with intenniimag.'6 As such. localism and fnendship ties 

was not contained at the local level. extending up into the highest tiers of govemment. 

Tribes and clans remüin important identi fiers in  al1 of the states of Central Asia. In 

Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan they define an individual's identity and social position. The 

Kazakhs are divided into ,-lui: or hordes and Kyrgyz into two tribal federations. where 

each is a more important identifier than the local institutions found in Uzbekistnn and 

Tajikistan. Both the hordes and the federations are conglomerates of smaller tribal and 

entiries that are not necessxily from a common ongin." In Kazakhstan. identification 

with a specitïc : /ut:  (Greater. Middle and Lesser Hordes) wi l l  define one's position in the 

political hierarchy. Nursultan Nazarbaev. the current President. is a member of the aptly 

named Greater Zltiir. who are the histonc holders of the temtory's most influentid 

posts.'"he Kazakh Hordes essentially divide the state into three. The Greater Horde 

controls the eastern and south eastern section. the Middle Horde is in the north. central 

and south, and the Lesser Horde controls the West. Similarly. Kyrgyzstan is socially 

divided into two tribal federations called the Ottiz Uzil (of the northern section) and the 

14 Vaisman, "Regiondism." 107. 
l 5  John Glenn. The Soviet Leoacv in Centnl Asia. (Great Britain: MacMillan Press Ltd.. 1999). 97. 
16 Glenn, The Soviet Leqriq, 1 19- 120. 



Ich Kilik (in the South) separated by the Tien Shan mountain range. Tribal affiliations are 

also extiint in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan though to a more limited degree and generally 

only in the rural districts. Historically. Uzbek and Kyrgyz clans were important factors in 

social organisation: however. with the settlement of major centres such as Bubara. 

Samarkand and Ferghana. tribal relations have al1 but disappeared.'% Tajikistan. tribal 

relations are closely interrelated with ethnic differences that will be covered in more 

detail in Section 3.3 and 1.1 below. 

Whether location-based or ancestor-based sub-state entities, the role of these 

identities is genrrally social and political. and there remains some question as to whether 

they can have a secuntizing role. Schoeberlein-Engel argues that the relative strength of 

these organisations must not be over-emphüsised, although iindysts assume that loyalties 

toward clans. regions or ethnic groups often eclipse any politics of retil issues and 

interesrs." Though sub-stüte leaden are considered to hold significant power in Lubin's 

survey. this does not mean that they would commünd imrnediate loyalty from the 

population. Rather. they only have the opponunity to gain loyalty. if their actions refleçt 

their population's interests or if the leader is successful in manipulating identity-based 

loyalties with the skilful use of political symbols." To some entent. this son of 

manipulation was in evidence in uprisings in the Ferghana Valley region before 

independence. There has been suggested that the 1989 anti-Meskhetian Turk riot and the 

1990 Osh uprising were not sponmneous in ongin but subject to manipulation "from 

l7 Glenn. The Soviet Leonc~, 59. He notes thnt die Middle Horde. for example. includes wibes representing 
Mongol. Turkic and turkified Mongol origins. 
I S  Glenn. The Soviet Leoncv. 113. 
19 Glenn. The Soviet Leoncy, 119. 
'O Schoeberlrin-Engel. "ConAict in Tajikistan and Central Asia." 4. 
" Schoeberlein-Engel. Tontlict in Tajikistan and Central Asin." 4. 



above'' although from what level the encouragement was issued remains a rnatter of 

speculation." It is not unwarranted to conclude that the local level is able to instigate 

reactions: however. since local level politics is closely related to regional structures. the 

latter will prove to be a much more likely centre of securitizing actions than 

neighbourhoods. The local level is simply too small to effectively respond to perceived 

insecurities and will more likely respond through regional structures such as the r<iiori. 

j z ~ l ;  or federation. Acting from a regional level. the leadership of the raiari grouping 

would have a large rnough power base to securitize a situation and muster an effective 

response. 

Regional cornpetition for position and power exists across the CASC. As yet. 

Tajikistan and Xinjiang are the only situations where regionül identities have sought to 

redress perceived insecunties through securitizing actions (see Chapter 5 ) .  More 

commonly. regional identities will politicise issues and seek recourse through available 

political institutions. With its large Russian population. Kazakhstan has been very aware 

of the problems associüted with regional-based identities and has sought to ctirefully 

orchestrate interregional relations at a political level. Kyrgyzstan has made bolder steps 

toward a democracy. providing a political outlet to iiddress issues nffecting the northern 

and southem regions. In Uzbekisran, the opposite situation has occurred: power has been 

centralised under Karirnov. As we will see in the next chapter. this authoritarian controi 

has forced peoples to express their dissent outside of their regional identity. 

In Tajikistan. the collapse of the government's authonty soon after independence 

was partly the result of a widespread, localised identity that is closely interrelated with 

7 1  - Yirrtcov Ro'i. "Central Asim Riots and Disturbances. 1989-1990: Causes and Context." Ceritrai Asian 
Sttnley 10:3 ( 199 1). 2 L. 



religion and ethnicity. The panicular case of the Gomo Badakhshan (Pamir) region of 

Southem Tüjiiustan will be one of the focuses of the next chapter. It has been descnbed 

as a: 

region [with] a population which is 95 percent Ismai'li Muslim . . . .This is 
in s h q  contrast to the rest of the nation where the inhabitants rire Sunni 
Muslim. or atheist. The Badakhshan region was an autonomous oblast 
under the Soviet Union. and has retained this status in the new nation of 
~ a j i  kistan.'* 

In effect. Tlijik topography has been the key influence in developing ihis regional 

identification: Gomo Badakhshan is separated from the rest of Tajikistan by the Pamir 

Mountain range with passes that are closed in the winter.'j According to the Tajik 

sçholar and Pamir rictivist. Davlat Khudinazar. localism was institutiondised in the 

Soviet poli tical structure in the 1940s that modi fied the national self-consciousness 

toward regional  identification^.'^ Embedded regionalism produced a division of 

economic and political labour among regions and allowed the dominant Khujand 

(Leninabad) centre to redistribute wealth and prestige unequally toward its own region. X 

popular saying in Trijikistan is "Leninoblid govems. Gharm does business. Kulob yards. 

Pamir dances, Qurghonteppa ploughs."27 As we will see in the next chapter. the collapse 

of central authority had the effect of reinforcing the regional sense of identity as a 

security object in the civil war that followed. 

Schoeberlein-Enpel. Tont l ic t  in Tajikistan and Central Xsio." 1.1- 1 S. 
" William O. Beemcn. T h e  Strupgle for Identity in Post-Soviet Tajikistan." Middle East Reiirw of 
Internarional Aflaîrs, 3:4 ( 1999) civailable from httu://www. biu.ac.1 VSOC/besdmeriril/index.html{ Dec. 17. 
1999). 

Scrgei Gretsky "Civil War in Tajikistan: Causes. Drvelopments and Prospects for Peme." in Ronld 2. 
Sagdeev and Susrin Eisenhower, Central Asia: Conflict, Resolution and Change, (New York: The Center 
t'or Political and Straregic Studies, 1995). 219. 
'' Dovlat Khudonazar. 'The Conflict in Tajikisun: Questions of Regionalism." in Roald Z. Sngdeev and 
Susan Eisenhower, Central Asia: Contlict. Resolution and Change. 250. 
" Greuky. 'Civil War in Tajikistan." 220. 



4.2 Ethnicitv 

When andysts discuss ethnic groups in Central Asia they generally restricr their 

analysis to the titulor nationalities. the Kazakhs. Kyrgyz. Tajiks. Uzbeks and Turkmen. 

well as disparate Russian communities spread across Central Asia. To this list we can 

add the Uighur populations found in Xinjane. - the Knrakalpak of Western Uzhekistnn 

and. possibly. the Parniris of Tajikistan. Other populations. such as the deponed peopli 

of the Soviet Era. that include the Volga Gemans. Koreans. Tatars and the Meskheiian 

Turks. have also been studied. These populations tend to be very small and will receive 

only brief mention in  the discussion that follows. The ethnic-based approach often 

results in security literature thlit suggests that Central Asia is a smouldering cauidron 

ready to explode into a Balkan-like ethnic war." Generally. security concems are 

evidenced by comparative ethnic population statistics thiit zero in on arelis where the 

rnajority population is different from titular population or where the numbers nearly 

balance. Figure 4.1 (see Appendix) is one example of how. priniafacie. this approach 

seerns valid. 

As yet. predictions of the imminent collapse of ethnic harmony in  Central Asia have 

not been borne out. AS one scholar has remarked, "relations between Central Asia's 

many ethnic groups have been marked by a stnkmg absence of ethnic and religious 

violence."" In 1991, Schoeberlein-Engel called the -ethnicity as a security concem' 

approach the "myth of clan. ethnic and religious antagonisms" where political analysts. 

" Barry ?osen's theorerical application of ethnic contlict would imply this. See B q  R. Poscn. -The 
Security Dilemma and Ethnic Contlict." Srcmitd 35: 1 ( 1993). Schoeberlein-Engel criticises (pg. 2-3) one 
of the most tlqrant examples of this ripproach. Carey Goldberg. "Warriors and Refugees Rattle Border 
Guards in Cenuril Xsiri." Los Angeles Tin~es, Jrinuary 19. 1993. See rilso Krtgedrin and Millward. "Central 
Asirins." 2. 



"relying on unexnmined assumptions about the deteminacy of culture, [avoid] the 

essential task of explainin; actual political dynmics rvhich lead to c~nflict."'~ 

Moreover. '-the expenence of Central Asia does not sustain explanations that attnbute 

conflict to intrinsic group antagonisrns or deeply historical enmities."" Schoeberlein- 

Engel's premise has remained true: there has yet to be a case where either intrii-national 

or international contlict was the result of a clash of cultures. Will this condition continue 

to be absent'? As rve will see below. the lack of ethnie-based conflict is partly due to the 

avoidance of ethno-nationalising projects in Central Asian states and to the factors that 

were hidden by Soviet ethnic construction that came to the fore following independence. 

The perception of an ethnic kaleidoscope as represented by Figure 4.1 intrinsically 

relates to the states' Soviet origins and Stalin's nationalisation program of the rarly yeius 

of Bolshevik rule. This process was entirely arbitrary. as s h o w  by "an examination of 

the tribal listings for the Uzbek. Küzakh and Kyrgyz ethnic groups [that] illustrates the 

common origins of the Kazakhs and Uzbeks and the Inter integration of some of those 

tribes into the Kyrgyz ethnic Iroup."32 Much of the modem ethnic definition reflects the 

divisions used by Russirin and other European explorers when they categorised the tribal 

groups they met. At the outset of Tsarist mle in the lgth century. the Kyrgyz and Kazakh 

groups had already been identified as collective identities under their present ethnic 

labels. Their identities had everything to do with their geogaphic position and lifestyle. 

The Kazakhs were those people who lived a nomadic existence on the great Central 

Asian steppe. whereas the Kyrgyz were nomads that moved among the sheltered valleys 

I9 Mutha Brill Olcott. '*Ethnie Violence in Centrai Asia: Perceptions and Misperceptions." in Roald Z. 
Sagdeev and Susrin Eisenhower, Central h i a :  Conflict. Resolution and Chanme, i 16. 
30 Schoeberlein-Engel. "Contlict in Tajikistztn and Centrai Asiri." 3. 
3 1 Schoeberlein-Engel, "Contlict in Tajikistan and Cenu-al Asiri," 7.  



of the Tien Shan and Pamir Mountains. The tenn 'Uzbek' has been traced back to the 

period following the Shaybanid conquest in the 1 61h century." Also called Ta:e (-pure') 

Uzbeks'. they were related to the mling class. to conquering soldiers. or to those subject 

3-1 to the Shaybandi's dynasty. A second group of Uzbeks finds its origins among Turliic 

or Mongol nomads or serni-nornads referred to as the ~ l i a ~ a t n i s . ' ~  The third was one that 

was generally refemed to, indigenously. as Surts- a title refemng to their sedentary 

agricultural and trading existence. Neither 'Uzbek' nor 'Tajik' was recognised as an 

ethnic or cultural Inbel. Modem usage of the term has much to do with the early western 

identification of 'Uzbek' as a cultural referent. For example, in his travels in Afghanistün 

in the191h century. British East India ernployee William Moorcroft recognised the 

plundering tribes on the Oxus River in nonhem Afghanistan as being of the "Oozbuck" 

who roarned the region between Kabul. Afghanistnn and ~ukhiira.'"hus. by the 

establishment of the Soviet Uzbekistan. i t  may have become habitua1 to refer to the 

peoples of the Bukhara Region as 'Uzbek'. 

Indigenously. 'Uzbek' was applied without consideration for language (Turkic or 

Tajik). lifestyle. or tribal affiliation and was devoid of national identity.j7 By the same 

token. the origin of the name 'Taji k' is found to be a sociological terni meaning 'settled.' 

" Glenn. The Soviet Leuaq .  6 1. 
53 The Shaybrinid Dynristy of Bukhrira held power until conqusred by the Russians in the Iate 1SOOs. 
34 Ronald Grigor Suny. "Southern Tears: Dangerous Opportunities in the Caucasus and Centrai Asia." in 
Rajm klenon. Yuri E. Fedorov and Ghia Nodin (eds.). Russiî, the Caucasus and Central Asin: The 2 1" 
Centurv Securitv Environment. 162. Suny's discussion on the Uzbek identity draws extensively h m  John 
Schoeberlein-Engel. T h e  Prospects for Uzbek National Identity," Central Asian Moniror. No. 3 i 1996) 
and John Sc hoeberlein-Engel. identitv in Central Asia: Construction and Contention in the Concsotions of 
'Ozbek.' 'Taiik.' 'Muslim.' 'Samarsandi' and Other Groups, (unpublished Ph.D. diss.. Harvard University. 
1994). 
5s Glenn, The Soviet Leeacv, 6 1. 
36 Meyer and Blair Brysac, Tournament of Shadows. 46-47. 
" Suny. 5outhern Tears." 167. 



again referred to a lifestyle choice rather than a panicular identity.?t kvas with the 

advent of the Bolshevik nationalist program that the 'ethnicity' of these titles found their 

origin. The program fint redefined the boundnries of the Tsarist territorial entities of the 

region, and then named its new creations after a particulm dominant ethnic group (see 

Figures 4.2 and 1.1 in  Appendix). The San identity was broken into two where 'Uzbek' 

referred to those who spoke a Turiuc tongue and 'Tiijik' to those speaking a f om of 

~ersian." This was a unique means of dividing ethnicities because there is little evidencr 

to suggest that Iünguüge played a large role in separating the various ethnic groups from 

each other." A second possible exception to this may be the Pamiris of Gomo- 

Badakhshan. Tüji kistan who speak an eastem Ininian language (as opposed to Taji k 

which is related to the western Iranian language group) and often only speak Tajik as it 

third languiigr. Xlthoush their temtory wüs meided into Tajikisran. Pamins believe 

themselves to be an entirel y different people from ~ a j i  ks." 

Throughout Soviet Central Asia. the construction of new nations cut across social 

lines and united different populations under a national title. Borders wrre not insened on 

the bûsis of ethnograp hic or sociological reasoning. but were superirnposed on tem tories 

where Central Asian peoples tnditionall y intermingled. creating large minon ty 

populations within each of the new Republics. In effect. this served the contradictory 

purposes of creating and, at the same time. underrnining the Republics' nationalising 

prograrns by providing the titular nntionality with enough interna1 minorities to make 

national consolidation difficult. The Soviets had various motives for introducing 

" Olcott. "Ethnic Violence in Central .4siri." 115. 
39 Suny. "Southern Tertrs." L 62. 
4.0 Glenn. The Soviet Leoricv, 57. 
4 1 Glenn, The Soviet Leericv, 125. 



'nations' to Central Asia. Partly i t  was seen as a method to increase the efficiency of 

Bolshevik political consolidation by dividing the vast Central Asian territory into smaller 

administrative units and training a local cadre for important, albeit limited. positions of 

power."2 Secondly. i t  was seen as a way to offset potential pan-Islamic or pan-Turkic 

identities that were poiitically popular in the first decades of the 10'~ Century. In this 

respect. Soviet polic y wos heavi l y influenced b y realpoiitik and divide et ir~lpercl wi th 

nationalisrn sonsidered the lesser evil compared to supra-national movements." As such. 

"the introduction of nation-building to the Central Asiü region was regarded as pu t  of ti 

progressive dialecticül process which would eventuall y result in the dissolution of 

nationalities" in favour of Sovierskii nrirod (a Soviet people).u As a result. ethnici ty was 

funher confused. In an effon to gain access to econornic and political rewards. non-titular 

minorities hiid incentives to rake on the titular nationality. In the context of Uzbekistan. 

Touraj Atabaki h a  stated: 

A process of nativization began which meant that Uzbeks. or those 
claiming to be Uzbeks. came to have access to high positions in the local 
administration. Whereas it wos possible for the so-called 'recognized 
ethnic minorities' to enjoy 'cultural freedom,' i t  soon became cleiir that i f  
one wishrd to advance one's career. i t  was necessary to adopt a certain 
degree of oven Uzbekness . . .. The Soviet policy of nationality 
registration in the interna1 passpon in Uzbekistan tended to encourase 
non-Uzbek ethnic groups, in particular the Tüjiks, to declare themselves 
Uzbeks in officia1 documents for the salie of advancement in the 
government  aratus tus.^^ 

This effect is rnost clem in the Tajik and Uzbek cases because, with their similar origins. 

peoples could pass themselves off as one or another w hen necessary. Analysts have 

'' Jmes  Critchlow. Nntionalism in Uzbekistan: A Soviet Republic's Rond to Sovereigntv. (Boulder: 
Westview Press. 199L). 12. 
'3 Glenn. The Soviet Legacy. 49 and 73. 
U Glenn. The Soviet Leoncv. 49. 



noted that i t  is impossible to determine the number of individuals who consider 

themselves rnembers of the Tajik minority in Uzbekistan and. due to the high levels of 

mixed mamiages. group identities are a m ~ r ~ h o u s . ~ ~  As a whole, this means that most 

ethnographic data deaiing with these two groups is questionable. Solodovnik notes that. 

officia11 y. "there are some 700.000 Taji ks living in [Uzbekistan] . . .. Tajik ethnographers. 

on the other hand. maintain that this number may be as high as 3 million. depending on 

how Uzbeks ore distinguished from ~aj iks ."~ '  

In Central Xsia. ethnicity is a very difficult identity to utilise in  the study of 

security. Ceniiinly in the case of Uzbekisran. Tajikistan. and to some extent Kazakhstan 

and Kyrgyzstan. the Soviet na!ionalising program reified titular ethnicity and rheir 

homelands. Even so. os we will see below. this does not make it impossible for ethno- 

centric entrepreneurs to take advantage of minor differences to create ethnic strife. In the 

70 years since its inceprion. the titulm nationality with the development of national rnyths 

and unique histories is in the proccss of building what Benedict Anderson has called 

'imagined community.' The next section will look more closely at Central Asian 

nationality as a potential collective identity. As I will show. the leaders of the Central 

Asian States have attempted to steer clear of chauvinistic styles of ethno-nationalism in 

favour of civic nationality. although some continue to develop an underlying 

'ethnification' of state identity. 

I5 Touraj Atabaki. The Impediments to the Developrnent of Civil Societies in Central Asin." in Touraj 
Atabaki and John O'Kane (eds.), Post Soviet Central Asia,(London: Tauris Acridemic Studies. 1998). 39- 
JO. 
46 Graham Smith et tri.. Nation-Building in the Post-Soviet Borderlands: The Politics of National Identiries. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1998). 2 12-2 13. 
47 Sergei Solodovnik 'The Tnjikistan Conflict as ri Regiond Security Diiemma," in Roy Mison  and 
Christopher Bluth (eds.), Securitv Dilemmas in Russia and Eurrtsia, (London: Royal Institute of 
International Aft'airs. 1998). 23 1. 



4.3 Nationalism 

In al1 of the post-Soviet Central Asian states. traditional local and regional 

identities have made it difficult for nationalism to become a force at the state level. In 

Kazakhstan. opposition groups have used nationalist rhetonc to gain publicity. though 

most do not have specific prnonrnrnec nf nc t i (w4 \ l l  stntes h w e  e n ~ t e c !  n:ihx!isinp 

processes as ii means to consolidate power in the early years of independence. 

Specifically. the de-Russification of education. language and religion. and the creating of 

national histories that justify the existence of the state have led this process. In most 

cases. these new histones have been pan fact and part fabrication. A detailed analysis of 

the sirnuIransous process in al1 of the new States of Central Asia is beyond the scope of 

this work. but some generalisations can be made. With the exception of Ky,- ovzstan. 

former members of the Communist élite leiid al1 the post-Soviet states. Nationiilisrn has 

been used as a means to provide for a stable transition from Soviet Republic to 

independent state and to build a sufficient basis to ensure the leaders' position of power. 

As such. eüch leader is careful to enact nationalist policies that will not lead to the 

destabilisation of society and threaten their position. They have also engaged in 

"nationalisation by stealth" where certain programs "intended to secure the cultural and 

political resursence of the titular nation have been openly promoted." and othen have 

been introduced as "informal practices carried out in accordance with the unwritten rules 

-749 of the game. In both. the desire is to promote the pre-eminence of the titular 

nationality without heightening threat perceptions in minority communities. This 

- -  

4s Shirin Akiner. The Formation of  Karakh Identir!: From Tnbe ro Nation-State, (London: Royal 
of International Affairs, 1995). 80. 
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particularly evident in the policies of the Kazakh and Uzbek governments. The former 

has sought to avoid alienating the Russian populations in the northem oblasts and 

possibly inducing intervention by Russia itself. In the latter. Karimov has restrained the 

more chauvinistic policies that would encourage the emigration of skilled Russians who 

are necessary cornponents of the Uzbek economy.jO 

This desire for stability is pervasive in Central Asian societies as well. Following 

the Osh and Ferghana riots of the lare Soviet period and the Tajik Civil War. there has 

been a "persistent feu of the consequences of ethnic disorder, ümountin; almost to a 

Ocult of stability' üt  neÿrly any pnce."5' Olcott believes that this is one of the key reasons 

as to why ethnically based rhetoric hüs not found resonance with the populations of 

Central Asia. She also finds a second and equall y believable sociological reason. The 

older genewtions of Central Asians (those JO and above) werr products of the 

Sovietisation of Central Asian society and have a sense of duai identity: some 

consciousness of their own national identity and some sense of being part of something 

iarger.j2 Whüt we will find in the next chapter is that the stüte has had a difficult rime 

defining security on the basis of threats to the nation or to a nütionality ethnicity. Rather. 

Kÿnmov and others have appealed to threats to stability that often use societal 

infrastmcture as referent objects. As such. nationalism as yet has not proven to be a 

strong identifying force for security. 

50 Ronrild Grigor Suny. "Provisional Stabilities: The Politics of Identities in Post-Soviet Eurrtsia." 
Inrernatiotial Secru-ity 24:3 ( 1999). 170. 
5 1 Olcott. "Ethnic Violence in Central Asiri." 1 1 S. 
'' Olcott. "Ethnic Violence in Central Asiri," 110. 



4.4 Islam 

Broadly speaking Islam cm be considered to be the one identity that is held in 

common among most of the indigenous populations of Central Asia. From the 

perspective of at least one Muslim leader it provides one possible way to resolve regional 

conflicts and disputes.j3 First introduced in  the seventh century with the Arab invasions. 

and supponed by the Silk Road trading route connecting the Middle East to China. by the 

54 lgth century Islam had spread throughout the region. Because the Silk Roiid passed 

though the oasis centres of Bukhara. Samarkand and Khorezm. Islam had its most 

profound effect on the southem half of the region and penetrated most deeply into the 

societies of the Uzbeks and Süns. It was on1 y in the 1 7 ' ~  and 18Ih centuries thiit i t  spread 

to the nonhem Kazakh and Kyrgyz tribes.j5 Thoush threatened by the atheist 

indoctrination of the Soviet Era. the Musiim identity was never eradicated in the resion. 

and by independence. one observer has noted that it remained the prirnary identification 

of local populations.s6 Obviously then. when the leaders of the independent Central 

Asian States began planning their post-Soviet nationalising agendas. i t  was recognised 

that Islam was a force to be hmessed. not excluded. Since 199 1. Islam and nationa1ism 

have had a turnultuous reliitionship that hüs produced three different Islamic identities: 

official. public and radical. 

Central Asian Islam is not a monolithic identity. It is divided horizontally between 

Sunni. Shiite and Sufi sects and venically between radical, public and official pnctices. 

-- 

'' Uzbek SXDUh.1 ~Cli#i Muhhammcd Sadyq Wnma Yusupov quoted in Vnlery Tishkov. Ethnicitv, 
Nritiondism and Contlict in and Afier the Soviet Union: The Mind Atlame, (London: United Nations 
Research Institute for SociaI Development. 1997), 107. 
54 Glenn. The Soviet Legacy, 63. 
55 GIenn, The Soviet Leoracy, 64. 
56 Miutha BriII Olcott. "klnrn and Fundamentalisrn in Independent Central Asia." in Yaacov RoWi (ed.). 
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The entent of the vertical separation differs depending on the state in question. 

Grnerally. i t  is associated with the degree of politicisation that the organisation of public 

or radical Islarnic forces is allowed (this will be covered in more detail in section 5.2). 

Moreover. this vertical separation is not a new situation. Modem 'official Islam' has 

much in common with the system introduced to accommodate Islam in the Soviet era. 

The Soviets. in an effort to accommodate and control the ~Muslim religion. introduced the 

Central Asian Spiritual Directorate of Muslims (SADUiM). The Directorate "sharply 

limi ted access to rel igious education. training and worship. and also painstakingl y 

worked out a limited practice of Islam which was compatible with Soviet citizen~hi~."" 

Though 'oft~cial' Islam was essentiall y "reduced to performing ü number of rites and 

ntuals." the Soviet Union was not successful in  eradicating "true" Muslim worship or 

teaching thrtt continued behind closed doors throughout the region.'%ith independence. 

Central Asian nationalising progriims were enacted concurrently with an Islamic revival. 

Official Islam was extended to include al1 secular rites and teachings lis long as they did 

not produce a politicai component. As such. the number of moques and n~udr<isus 

(Islamic schools) was expanded almost exponentially. In general, state leaders chose to 

embrace Islam as an inherent component of their indigenous cultural expression. 

Karimov chose to make symbolic gestures of fealty to Islam by sweaing the presidential 

oath of office on the Koran and introducing religious dimensions to public ceremonies.j9 

Mehrdad Haghayeghj has q u e d  that the melding of Islam and nationaiism came more 

easily than enpected by western obseniers because it had been refined to suit the unique 

57 Olcott. "IsIarn and Fundrimentalism," 23. 
58 Qadi Akbar Turrijonzoda. "Religion: The Pillru of Society," in Roald Z. Sagdeev and Susan Eisenhower. 
Central Asia: Contlict, resolution and Change. 768. 
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ethnic and tribal peculiarities of Central Asian society long before the advent of Soviet 

rule. Rather than a creed with organised political objectives. Islam's lasting imprint on 

Central Asiün society was as a way of life and it evolved into a relatively mild variety 

compared to those found in the Middle ~ a s t . ~ '  

Although Islam was included as one aspect of the nationalist agenda. regional 

govemments have remained suspicious of its poliiicül and societül role. This is clearly 

exemplified by the often antagonistiç relationship between Karimov and Uzbekistan's 

lsiamic organisations. This situation will be considered in more depth in the next chapter 

when Uzbekistan's securitization of radical Islam is studied more closely. Here. the 

relationshi p is useful in introducing radical or ' fundamentalist' Islam in the region. 

Unlike his more secularised relative, a radical Muslim is one who reorders his life to 

comply fully with Islam's texhings and would prefer to see a return of sociery to the 

'tme path of ~slam.'" However. especially in Uzbekistan. governmental 

pronouncements refer to any Islamic orynisütion that threatens the state apparatus as 

either radical or fundamentalist. Often. the major reason for this approach is to gain 

Russian and Western support For. or acquiescence roward. Karimov's authoritiuiiin 

control as the only means to offset lslamicisation of Central ~ s i a . ~ '  Because i t  has been 

used as a political ploy with much governmental and joumalistic fabrication. it is very 

dificult to get a true picture of the extent of radicalisation in Central Asia. However. 

radical elements of the Islamic opposition were identified as active participants of the 

Tajik civil war and with the recent actions of the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan 

bO Mehrdad Hrighrtytighi. "lslrirnic RevivaI in the Central Asim Republics." Central Asiari Srrrv-. 1 3 2  
( 1994). 25 1. 
6 1 Olcott. "Islam and Fundarnentalism," 32. 



(IMU). As such then. they are a growing addition to the selection of identities in Central 

Asia. and one that has the potential to grow further. 

4.5 Conclusion 

As this çhapter has show.  Central Asian identity is a much more complex concept 

than expected by the early observers who emphasised the potential for ethnie or Islarnic 

groups to be the source of regional security problems. Given the sub-state and intra- 

Islamic divisions that exist today, it is incorrect to assume that ethno-nritionülists have the 

ability to appeal to cige-old grievances. or that radical Islamic groups have ready-made 

amies at their disposai. Rather. the societal security problems. and the groups affected. 

are much more complex situations and include rnmy different factors than original1 y 

assumed by security unalysts. These complexities will become çlearer in the nent çhapter 

when the cases of Pamir regionalism and [MU opposition are considered in detüil. A 

second point that this chapter has made abundantly clear is that Central Asia remains in a 

transition stage. This meüns that a shift toward ethno-nationalist or radical Islamic 

identity remains a possibility if certain conditions are siitisfied. As the M U  case will 

show. inappropriate or badly timed policy initiatives made by the authontarian regimes of 

the region may prove so divisive that the only route for mass opposition is to express 

their grievances through specific identities. At this point ethno-entrepreneurs could 

redirect social unrest toward minonty groups, or fundamentdisi groups could utilise the 

promise of stability with the establishment of theocratic govemments. In most cases. 

Cenual Asian govemments have been conscious of this possibility and have sought less 

'' Roben O. Frerman. ..Radical Islam and the Stniggle for Intluence in Central Asia.'. in Bruce Maddy- 
Weitzrnan and Efrrriim Inbar (eds.). Relioious Radicalism in the Greater hdiddle East, (London: Frank Cas. 



intrusive means to build their own political strength and nationalising progams. 

However. the systematic repression of a specific identity group in an effort to support 

'stability' müy prove to produce the exact opposite effect. 



5 The IMU and Pamir Cases as Societal Securitv Issues 

The 'societal' is a particulÿrly difficult sector to isolate analytically because it is so 

closely interrelated with the 'political' sector. Partiiilly. this has to do with how an 

identity-group moves an issue from the political to the security realm. The state is in 

senerd the mort likely source nf !hreüts !o sub-naricnn! 2nd scper-n~!iîfi~! i d c ~ t : ~  J 

communities. and this füct is exiicerbated by the authoritarian nature of the Central Asian 

political systems. Here. the state will necessarily üttempt to control most. i f  not al]. 

societal expressions that do not coincide with the official societal vision. The only cleÿr 

difference between the present political system and the Soviet system it replaced is in 

terms of ideolog y: therefore. politicd l i  fe remains top-down and poli tical power 

ccntralised. As such. societies' vulnerabilities thar are entant today are generiilly not new 

and. with only slight modification. the situation remains business as usuül. This brinzs to 

the fore a theoretical conundrum. Securitization takes place when an issue is deemed to 

be so threatening that responses are taken outside the normal channels of politics. For 

sub-state societies excluded from a political presence and for Islamic organisations that 

are pushed underground, their viilncrabilitirs are the )iomznl co~iditioiis ujXlieir politicd 

exitteiice. Theoretically. Buzan. Wrever and de Wilde have dealt with this problem when 

they argue that "if a given type of threrit is persistent or recurrent. i t  is no surprise to find 

that the response and sense of urgency become institutionalized."' They note. however. 

that this does not "reduce security to a species of normal politics" because the urgency of 

the problem and the pnority it receives is not reduced.' By implication. le, ai ti mate 

authorities observe the existence of the security problem. and securitize when conditions 

Bwan. Wxver and de Wilde. Security, 27. 



shift and increase the urgency of a response. If chronic societal threats are the n o m  of a 

collective's existence. then securitization will occur when the securitizing agent 

recognisrs that the structural conditions have changed such that a window of opportunity 

for redress is presented. or the nature of the threat is rnhanced. Therefore. the analyst 

needs to differentiüte between situations that are a secuntized response to a new threat or 

the result of changes in the structural conditions of an old vulnerability. 

A second consideration is that the securitizing response need not include violence or 

w u .  In Central Asia. protection of collective interests of sub-state and Islamic identities 

has often resulted in the creation of political parties that represent identity-goup interests 

in the state political apparatus. This was piirticularly true in Tajikistan where the Islamic 

Renaissance P m y  and Ln% Badakhshan (a Pamir regional pciny) were both politically 

active in the early post-independence yeürs. When political representatives have been 

able to co-exist with the official party of the stüte. violence is generally avoided. 

However. when the political representation has been outlawed. as it was in Tajikistiin and 

in Uzbekistan. identity groups rnay be forced to respond in violent fashion. The two case 

studies that will be covered in this chapter faIl under the latter scenario. One of the 

essential contributing Factors for Pamir involvement in the Tajik civil war and the nse of 

the M U  in the Ferghana region was that political representation was unable to effectively 

respond to. or ameliorate perceived societal vulnerabilities. 

Finaily, analysis of these cases cannot be confined to one particular identity. The 

methodology of isolating identities in the last chapter was misleading as it implied that 

Central Asian identities could be easily placed in boxes marked 'regional,' 'national.' 

' Bwan. W w e r  and de Wilde. Securitx. 28. 



'ethnic,' or 'Islmic'. However. multiple and overlapping categories of identities are 

oenerall y extant in the securitizing collective. Consider ethnicity defined as being: 
Y 

a social group whose members share a sense of common origins, claim a 
common distinctive history and destiny, possess one or more distinctive 
characteristics and feel a sense of collective uniqueness and solidarity.' 

An identity charactensed in this fashion c m  encompass as much or as little as "distinctive 

characteristics" would allow. The cases of the Pamiris and the Uighurs (who will not be 

dealt with here due to space limitations) include aspects of regional. ethnic and religious 

identifications. The cases of the aforementioned Ferghana nots and the [MU dso have 

overlapping identity categories. specifically regional and ethnic in the first and regional 

and religious in the second. This does not change the anal ytical approach to be taken in 

analysing the security problems; however. it does highlight the aspects of the macro- 

identity that could be identified as being threatened. 

5.1 Pamir Regionalkm in the Taiik Civil War (1991-1 994) 

A societal threat is anything that threatens the cohesiveness. unity or capacity of a 

society in such a way as to reduce its ribility to continue as a viable entity. It  must be 

perceived as such by a legitimate authority within a society. A security problem is 

something that can rapidly undercut the political order within a unit. deprive it of the 

capacity to manage itself and, thereby "alter the premises for al1 other questions."" The 

problem is securitized when a Iegitimate societal authority identifies an issue as a threat. 

receives support from its society, and responds in a fashion that eliminates the perceived 

insecurity. At the local and regional level, the clearest danger to identity is the state that 

3 Glenn (50) cites this definition frorn Anthony Smith, The Ethnic Revival, (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 198 1). 66. 
4 Wrever, "Securitization," 52.54 and 63. 



has the ability to propagate a competing national identity or act to undermine regional 

difference. In Central Asia. this possibiiiiy has been most clexly recognised by the 

Kazakh authorities who have attempted to mollify regions populated by Russians and 

other non-Kazakhs. with policies that avoid creating regional or local insecurities that 

might lead to 'expressions' of security. The official Kazakh nationalist policy has been 

one of civic nationiilism defined in tems of citizenship rather than ethnic or religious 

identity. In one speech Presidenr Nüzarbliev said: 

We should not close our eyes to the fact that very many people stut  to 
think about leaving the country at the moment when they begin to feel 
psychologiçd discornfort. This Feeling of theirs is caused by a number of 
factors. tïnt and foremost related to excessrs and an unreasonable speed in 
the impiementation of cornplex socio-cultural 

This deliberrite approach in official nationalking policies has led to the absence of large- 

scaie civil strife in Kazakhstan and. more irnponantly. alleviated the threat of Russian 

intervention. 

On the other hand. the problem was most clearly not recognised iifter independence 

by the Tajik administration. The Taji k civil war provides the first post-Soviet example of 

how state leaders can induce sub-state secunty concems with actions that are intended to 

promote continuance of its rule. In what was essentially a battle for political control. the 

civil w u  pitted ex-communists. and their sympathisers against a loosely organised 

opposition coalition. The latter was an unlikely coalition between the Islamic 

Renaissance Party. the Pamir-based La" li Badakhshan, the Democratic Party and 

-- -- 

' Quoted in PSI Kotsto. "Anticipriting Demognphic Superiority: Kazakh Thinking on Integation and 
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nationalist Rastokhe: (rebinh) What brought these parties together was a shared 

desire for popular sovereignty. civil liberty and a goal to end the Communist party's 

monopoly on power.7 The political division was more deepl y entrenched as each side 

had a regional component (see Figure 5.1 in Appendix). The traditional élite of the 

Khojand region. with its allies in Kulob. sought to maintain the status quo by supporting 

the communist regime. The Gham Valley and Gorno Badakhshan. historically excluded 

frorn positions of power in Tajikistan. backed the parties of the United Tajik Opposition 

(UTO). The impending confrontation. primafacie, could be considered nothing more 

than a challenge for political supremacy following ri structural change. However, when 

the societal constniçt of the Pamir ethnic identity is included into the mix. the analysis 

tums to societal security. As Bmett  Rubin aptly concluded "an insecure population 

increasingly tell back on whatever resources it could find for collective action and self- 

defence. namely armed struggle based on ethnic and clan affiliations."" 

Background 

Linguistically and religiously. the Pamiris believe themselves to be substantiülly 

different from 'normal' Tajiks inhabiting other regions of Tajikistan. Munei Atkins 

argues that this perceived difference is most strongly held by the older mernbers of the 

society whereas the younger Pamiris tend to view themselves as Tajik even though they 

are critical of the way Dushanbe had exploited their region. The rest of Tajikistan tended 

This United Tajik Opposition was essentially working nt cross-purposes. The R~rtokire: pmy sousht to 
replace regional loyrilties with ;ln riIl-Trijik tdentity; the iRP sought ri more Ishmic. though not theocrritic. 
Tajik Government; 2nd the La"li Badakhshrin sought greater riuronorny for the Pamir region. 
' Mwiel Atkin. 'Thwarted Dernocratization in Tajikistan," in Karen Dawishri and Bruce Parrott (eds. ). 
Contlict, Cleavrige, and Change in Central Asia and the Caucrisus, (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press. 1997). 283-255. 
' Bmett R. Rubin. 'The Fragmentation of Tajikistan:' Survivof 359 (1993-94). 71. 



to consider the Pamins to be "alien" and '*non-~uslirn."~ Gorno Badakhshan is 

geopphicall y separated from the rest of Tajikistan by the Pamir Mountains with its only 

major trrinsportation links closed between November and ~ ~ r i l . ~ '  Due to its isolation. 

and although there is evidence of unexplored minerai and precious stone deposits. the 

region was the poorest part of what was the poorest Republic of the Soviet  nio on." 

La% Büdükhshan was the political a m  of the Gomo Badakhshan Autonomous 

Oblast. Formed in the perestroika yeiirs of the late- 1980s and legiilised in 199 1. its aim 

was to establish greater regional autonomy as a means to _pain eventual independence 

from ~ajikistan." LaMli Badakhshan was an active participant in the 199 1 presidentiül 

elections that saw former Communists retain power in the first of a succession of 

t'raudulent elections. Drivlat Khudonazar. the candidate backed by the opposition. has 

claimed that as much as 90% of the Pamir and Gharm populations opposed the re- 

election of Rakhrnon Nabiev of Khojand in 199 l.13 Nabiev's re-election extended what 

was already a Khojiind stranglehold on Tajik political power that had existed since 1946. 

Successive leaders had used this position to redirect political and economic benefits 

toward its and its allies' regions.'" Independence was not considered to be the cause for 

change in what had become routine political organisation for the Khojandl' élite. 

Atkins. 'Thwaned Drmocratizrition." 294. 
10 Nassim Jawsd and Shahrbanou Tndjbakhsh. 'Tajikistan: A Forgotten Civil Wu." MNiorie Riglirs Croup 
lnrernoriortal Repart. 946 ( 1995). S. 
" Brown. **Whither Tajikistan'?'. 7: h w a d  and Tadjbrikhsh. 8. 
" Brss Brown. .*Whithrr Tajikistan?" RFURL Researcli Repon. 1:24 (June 12. 1992). 2. 
13 Khudonazar. 'The Contlict in T3j i kistan." 259. 
14 Keith Manin, 'Tajikistan: Civil War without End?" RFWRL Rrsearch Report. 2:33 (August 10. 1993). 
18. 
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independrnce. For rerisons of ctarity 1 will use Khojand when teferring to the northern obiast (formrrly 
Leninabad) and I will ignore the brief union of Khotlon in favour of the sepacite entities of Kurgnn-Teppe 
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Securitizing Actions 

The sub-state. regional security problem faced by the Parniris was not û new 

phenomenon. However, structural conditions that produced the identified threat had 

changed enough that regional leaders realised that there was a possibility of neutralising 

the insecurity. The Pamir sought to redress the inequitable economic and political 

distribution through its political m the La"1i Badakhshün. As a rnember of the UTO. i t  

sought to use mass demonstrations as ü means to pressure the Nabiev govemment for 

change and as ü forum to propound its views to the people that gthered.16 In an ÿttempt 

to counter the dernonstrations. Nabiev established a National Guard by distributing 1800 

automatic rifles to Kulobi demonstrators. These weapons were then used against the 

UT0 demonstrators on May 5 .  1992 setting off the first violent clash since 

independence.'7 The majority of the civil war was fought in the extreme southem regions 

of Tajikistan. in both Kurgan-Teppe and western Gorno Badakhshan. In Kurgan-Teppe 

fighting occurred between traditional inhabitants of the region (mostly Uzbek) and people 

of Gharm and Pamir descent who had been forcefully transferred to the region in the 

early post-World War II years help Cotton deve~o~rnen t . '~  

Evidence from September 1992 to the peace agreement of March 1993. suggests that 

systematic actions were taken against those whose interna] passpons listed their binh in 

Pamir or G h m .  The original National Guard had reformed into an impromptu Kulob 

army under the name 'Popular Front' and canied out random arrests of opposition and 

l6 This latter point was pwicularly important in Atkin's estimation (pp. 288-289) because peasants 
populated demonstrations. and for many. it w u  their first exposure to the ideas o f  populx sovereignty and 
civil liberty. 
l7 kwad  and Tadjbakhsh. Tajikistrin." 15; Martin. Tajikistan." 20; Schoeberlein-Engel. TonOict  in 
Trijikistrin." 38. At this point. the UT0 opposition had dso m e d  themselves by taking weapons from 

olice stations in Dushanbe. 
" Martin. Tajikistm.'* 19. 



minority group members." A December 1997. Helsinki Watch Report stated that 

Pamiris and Gharmis were "killed or simply taken away and never heard frorn again."" 

Schoeberlein-Engel has stated that. "while there were many Gharmi and Parniri among 

the opposition activists. mere affiliation with these regional groups became sufficient 

qounds for müss sliiuzhter by the Kolabi forces."" It is reasonable to assume that the 2 

Gomo Badakhshan leadership would have determined that their society was rit risk when 

ü passpon birth listing was one of the main bases from which pro-Communist forces 

determined citizens' loyalty. They realised thüt the structural conditions had shifted cifter 

May 1992. from s ystematic economic and political inequali ty to retn bution bordering on 

extemination. including the arrest. torture and murder on the basis of Pamir ethnicity. 

The clexest evidence we have of the securitizing action was that dunng the conflict. the 

majority of opposition military forces were drüwn from the Gharm and Pamir regions and 

that. by March 1993. there existed a Pamir Self Delence Force rhat fought invading 

i 1 

Government troops.-- However. there does not seem to be any available source that cites 

a Pamir leader xtuall y speaking security between 1992 and 1993. 

Regionalizing: Dvnamics 

The 1997-1993 conflict had an effect on the CASC that is still reverbeniing today. 

Because the Pamir action was encompassed within the greater conflict that included 

Islamic, nationalist. democratic. regional and communist forces, it is not possible to 

isolate its actual effect. However, the Tajik civil war has corne to epitomise what al1 

regional leaders are seeking to avoid, and its effect can be seen in three ways. The tïrst is 

19 Schoeberlein-Engel. . "Contlict in Tajikisran." 33-39. 
'O Quoted in Iawad and Tadjbakhsh. Tajikistnn..' 18-19. 
" Schoebcrlein-Engel. . Tontlict in Tajikisinn." 39. 
71 - Jawad and Tadjbrikhsh. 'Tajikistan," 13 and 17. 



the aforementioned 'cult of stability' that Olcotr has observed to exist in Uzbek society. 

Secondly. the Tajik civil war had the direct effect of creating a very large number of 

refugees in a very short penod of time between 199 1 and 1993. These include most of 

the pre-wa. Russian population. 70.000 others who tled to Afghanistan and another half a 

million (or one renth of the pre-war population) who were displaced at some time during 

the civil war? These refusees were spread across Central Asia straining the weak 

rconomies of the host countries. It was not until 1998 thiit the bl'HCR reported that the 

majori ty  of refugees and interna11 y displaced persons had been repatriiited leaving on1 y 

approximatel y 60.000 refugees in other CIS c~untries.~" 

The third ramification is the most important. Before the celise-fire wlis signed. the 

Tajik civil war had involved almost the entirety of the CASC. Northem Xfghanistün 

became the refuge. supply depot. and the mi litary and religious training centre for the 

opposition forces that were forced to retreat across the border. Due to the intervention of 

a CIS peacekeeping force formed by Russia. Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan. the 

conflict was mostly contained within the Tajik borders. Russia hiid not completely 

withdrawn its Soviet-era troops from Tajikistan at the time of the civil w u  and the 201" 

Motorized Rifles becme immediately involved in and around the capital. Dushanbe. A 

large number of Uzbeks and small groups of Kazakh and Kyrgyz troops augmented the 

201" as part of a joint CIS peacekeeping contingent. Evidence suggests that Karimov 

and the Boris Yeltsin (or his military cornmanders) had their own interests in the matter. 

supporting the status quo in favour of the opposition. Be that as it may. the intervention 

?-' Iver B. Neumann and Sergei Solodovnik. 'The Case of Tajikistan." in Lena Jonson. Peacekeepinz and 
the Role of Russia in Eurasia, (United States: Westview. 1996), 53. 



was one of the key factors that brought about the 1993 cease-fire and the 1995 codition 

pe rnmen t .  Moreover. i t  was an indication of the extent that other regional actors 

perceived rheir security to be related to their neighbours. Islam Karimov has stated that: 

special attention should be paid to the development of [regional confiicts] 
as the deliberate or involuntary expansion of armed or other undermining 
activity on the temtory of neighboring states. . . . Due to the level of 
ethnic heterogeneity of each of the Central Asinn ctates nny  aggravarion nf 
the crisis crin only undermine civic h m o n y  and stability in neighboring 
countries. The attempts of certain subversive groups to fan the flames of 
conflict and carry the crisis across to neighboring countries by itppealing 
to the national feelings of ethnic opulation groups living in  those 

T!' countries can only cause alam.- 

Since 19W. there has been an increased awareness of the regional nature and the possible 

extemalisation of local conflict to neighbouring states. Karimov. himself. is leaming this 

lesson as his intemal policies have possibly made the IMU the first truly regional security 

problem threatenins almost the entirety of the CASC. 

5.2 Karimov's Authoritarianism and the IMU 

It goes almost without saying that the essential securitizing actor at the state level is 

the govemment: however. in Central Asia this statement immediately raises theoretical 

concems for the riniilyst. Since none of the states is democratic. the essential securitizing 

actor will always be the President who. more often than not, will define a security 

problem as that which undermines Presidential authonty. Yet this leader may have 

questionable legitimacy beyond that ganted by oppression and fear. Moreover. a 

festering societal or political problem rnay provide an avenue for regional. minonty 

andior opposition leaders to expand their own power. Identified threats will often be 

'' Ser h~://www-unhcr.ch/statist/98oview/fab 1 2.htm and http:/iwww.unhcr.ch~world/~sia/t;~iikist.htm 



organisations or identities that have the capability of amassing popular suppon. even if 

they do not overtly threaten national. ethnic or secular identity structures. They are 

identified as a threat simply because they may produce an end to the established order. 

In Uzbekistan. Islam Karimov has recognised that without a coherent and 

commonly accepted nationalist identity. calling an issue a 'threat to Uzbek nationality' or 

a 'ihreat to the Uzbek identity' lacks popular appeal when the source of that threat is 

somethins thlit is integral to the Uzbek identity. If Karirnov were to srcuritize Russirin 

influence in Uzbekistan as a societal threat. he would be Far more likely to gain the 

necessary support thiin if  he were to rnake the same secuntizing move against Islam. 

Instead. Karimov hlis used the referent 'stability' as the major object to be srcured. By 

playing on what Olcott observed to be a prevailing 'cult ofstability' he seeks the 

necessary national and international support for his responses. In so doing he can mask 

the true referent of their secuntizing action- the maintenance of presidential power. 

Backpround 

Li ke the Pamir case ûbove, the Islamic threat io Uzbek political power is not a new 

situation that wlis brought about by the MU. Instead. it has been a continua1 theme of 

the fint decade of Uzbek statehood. The general approach to Islam in Uzbekistan by 

western scholars and joumalists was to emphasise its potential as a unifying force leading 

to the assumption that Central Asia was "ripe to faIl under the influence of militant 

~slam."'~ Because of Uzbekistan's historical association with Islam. and because i t  has 

some of the most influential Central Asian Islamic centres (speci ficall y Samarkand and 

Bukhara), it was perceived to be the strategic beachhead that must be ovenaken for Islam 

(July 25,2000). 
islam Kxirnov. Uzbekistan on the Threshold, 15. 



to be succe~sfu l .~~  This perception gave Karimov the diplomatic capital he needed to 

sel1 his authontarilin policies enternally as the necessary means to respond to the Islamic 

threat. After 1992. Karimov was given vinually a free hand to institute oppressive 

measures against Islam and other opposition groups without undue political or economic 

cost frorn Western states." 

The early western perceptim of Central Asian Islam was premised on the belief that 

Islam in Central hsia wiis a coherent and commonly held identity. However. Roben 

Kangas has identified three different 'faces' of Islam in Uzbekistan thüt are differentiated 

by the extent to which they are active on the political level. Radical Islam seeks to 

change or redireçt the essential structure and idcntity of the state away from western 

Foms of modernisation. so as to maintain cornmitment to the teachings of Islam though 

not necessanly to repiicate Iran's style of t h e o c r a ~ ~ . ~  Also referred to as militant and 

fundamentalist Islam. this segment is considered to be preparing to use violence to unseiit 

existing govemment. Some have urped (hot radical Islam groups "reject the idea of 

pluralism, politicnl or othenvise. and decry democracy as non-Islamic, and repress ethnic. 

linguistic and religious min~rities."'~ Kangas' second 'face' is public Islam or what he 

considers to be Islam as a religious belief and the ability to publicly practice the rituals 

that hlid been outlawed in  the Soviet period. This facet has included the opening of 

'' Lowrll Brznnis. ..Exploiting the Feu of Militant Islam." Trmisi~iotr 1:X (Decernber 19. 1995). 6. 
27 Bezanis. "Exploiting the Fear," 6. 
'8 This is not to sa! thrit the west has overlookrd the oppressive Karirnov regime either. Inderd. human 
rights remains high un the US' desires for the region. However. untiI this point i t  seems that humrin rights 
hris been ovrrshridoivsd by the strate@c reality of possible regional instability and the possibility of it 
spreading. See the trrinscript of the speech by John Beryle. the Deputy to the hbassador-rit-luge of the 
CIS and special advisor to the Secre tq  of State in F e b r u q  2000 reprinted in Tlrrkistan Newletter -I:-CO. 
Februiu-y 14.2000. The transcripts of US Secretary of State. Madeleine Albright's visit to the region in 
April. 2CW rivailable from h t t ~ : / / s e c r e r a r y . s t a t e . ~ o v / i v w w / t m ~ ~ e ~ s / ~ o ~ / ~  14trip remarks. htrnl (luly, 
27'. 2000) provide n great deal of insight in US policy goals for the region. 
'' Roben K a n p ~ .  T h e  Three Faces of Islam in Uzbekisüin." Transition I:24 (December 29. 1995). 10. 



hundreds of mosques. a retum to Islamic dress, availability of religious materials and 

religious schools." Lubin's survey, for example. displays rhat there is a market for 

public Islam in Uzbekistan that is generally larger than for its political and radical sibling. 

Her results show that the understanding of the basic tenets of Islam remains limited and 

distoned. and that i t  tends to be viewed in cultural rather then religious terms. although 

intrrest in  i t  continues to grow rripidly.j2 The third form of Islam closely resernbles how 

the Soviet Union denlt with religion in Central Asia. Official Islam is endorsed by and 

compliünt wi th the poli ticül üuthori ties in Uzbekistan and is in evidence across Central 

Asia. Karirnov has recognised the role of religion in Uzbekistan as a factor that 

"strengthens people's faith. purifies and elevates. and makes them stronger in 

overcoming the trials of hurnan existence:" however he alsa States that: 

Any religious system of itself is not able to make any recommendations on 
the settlement of social and economic problems. No religious system 
contains concrete measures correspondin_o to the modem level of world . - 
development . . . " 

In Karimov's perspective. official Islam retlects the centuries-old enperience of the 

Uzbek people and is a process vindicated by "the decision not to 'import' Islam from 

outside, not to politicize Islam and not to Islamicize politics."3J The content of officia1 

Islam is anything related to the religion that is allowed by the govemment and subject to 

change if the President deems change necessary. This approach has sought to reduce 

William Millward. .The Rising Tide of Islamic Fundamentalisrn (1): Comnieniary (Canadian Security 
and Information Service). No. 30 (1993). 3. 
3 1 Kangas, 1s. 
32 Lubin. .*Islam and Ethnic Identity:' 56. 
33 Karirnov. Uzbekistan on the Threshold. 20-22. 
34 Karirnov, Uzbekistan on the Threshold, 89. 



Islam to focusing on family relations and physical rituals. and always to rework the 

message of Islam to suit the govemment's needs.'j 

Securitizing Actions 

Where this issue becornes a societal security problem is in how Karimov and his 

govemment have sought to forcefully impose the official Islamic canon on populations 

whose beliefs are directed toward the public or radical messages. In effect. he has 

initiated a govemment offensive iigainst an aspect of the localised identity of Ferghana 

residents. Ferghana is a densely populated. econornically impoverished region shiired by 

Uzbekistan. Tajikistan and Kyr_oyzstan. More imponantly. it has the highest 

concentration of priictising Muslims in al1 of Central Asia. centred in the sities of Andijan 

and ~ a r n a n g n ?  Adherents to each of the three faces of islam can be found here and 

Karimov has been particularly interested in supplanting any unofficial movernent in order 

to prevent the emergence of an effective opposition. This was particularly true in his 

swift. albeit bumbling. efforts to eradicate Islamic organisations and political groups in 

the Ferghana Valley after 1992. Igor Rotar believes that the Islamic problems that are 

extant in Uzbekistan today are linked to actions taken by Karimov against the Adolat 

rnovement in Namangan in 1992.'' In essence. the Adolnt movement was a manifestation 

of public Islam with a rnembership that wore green armbands to signify its affiliation to 

Islam. Their major effort to capture and punish local crimînals was so successful that 

crime in Namangan was virtually eliminated. Rotar argues that the arrest and jailing of 

Adolar membership was the result of Karimov's perception that popular loyalty had 

55 Nancy Lubin. et al.. Calrning the Ferphana VaIIev: Dovelo~ment and Dialogue in the Hem of Central 
Asia, (New York: Century Foundation Press. 1999), 102. 
j6 Lubin. er al.. Calmine. the Ferghana Vallev, 100. 



shifted from himself to ~dolrrt.'~ However. because he failed to recognise that the actions 

he was tahng against public Islamic movements hardened its opposition and possibly 

radicalised some of its adherents. Karimov's actions have been met with increasingly 

violent counteractions that have led to the creation of the region's first. home-grown. 

terrorist organisation. 

The Namangan events of 19974998 provide the backdrop for the latest. and most 

serious, round of securitization of Islam in Uzbekistan. Wahhabis were accused of 

precipitüting these evcnts by assassinating several police officers. including one case 

where n victim's head was prominently displayed on the gates of his headquaners? A 

1999 R F U R L  report said that Ferghana regional govemments had long blamed the IMU 

for mi-govemment violence that began in late 1997. '" Ka-imov's reaction was to 

impose a harsh rule on the Ferghana Valley that included an estimated 1000. rnostly 

ürbitrary. mests." Uzbek specialist Annetre Bohr is quoted as saying. *'since the 

beginning of 1999. there have been hi~hly visible s i p s  that certain segments of 

Uzbekistan's Islümic opposition have abandoned moderate. non-violent tactics in favor of 

more riidical strategies to achieve their aims."'12 

On the part of the government. the following address by Karimov to the Uzbek 

Parliament provides the most comprehensive statement of Uzbek securitizing actions 

against the radical Isiarnic element. In May 1998 it  was reported that according to 

Karimov: 

.-. 
" Igor Rotar. "Enlightrned Islam. Uzbek-Style: Islam Krinrnov is Getting Rid of His Most Dangerous 
Rival." Janiesrown Foundation Prism. 4: 13 (Junr 26. 1998). 
j S  Igor Rotar, "Enlightened fslam." 
!9 Lubin et al.. Calmine the Ferghana ValIev,53. 
-la Pannier. "Puzzling Out" 
" Lubin. et al.. Calmine the Ferghana Vdlev53.  



the Wahhabis sought "a replay of events which pushed Tajikistan decdes 
back. . . ." [Where] the Wahhabi plan included "killing officiais. 
destruction of' food factones. water reservoirs, power stations and other 
strategic installations . . . such people must be shot in the head. If 
necessary. 1'11 shoot them rnyself. if you lack the reso~ve."~' 

Speahng to the Parliament following the mass mests in Namangan. this single quote has 

a11 of the essentid elements of the Uzbek securitizrition of radical Islam. Moreover, i t  hris 

been enacted on the basis of a threat of stnbility that will lead to a threat to society. By 

emphasising Tajikistan and the loss of essential structures of societal well being (food. 

water. power and. law and order) he has served notice that radical Islam threatens the 

survival of the Uzbek society. By  linking Wahhabis to situations that might cause a 

disruption in  the Uzbek stability. he strikes at the very hem of the Uzbek 'cult of 

stability' knowing that he would most likely receive strong support for any responses to 

this threat. Most importantly he applied the label Wahhabi which. in Uzbek political 

'speak.' rneans imported radical and fundamentdisr Islam ideas. As Nancy Lubin er ai. 

have stated. the term is a "derogatory reference to the puritanical version of Islam 

enforced in Sriudi Arabia . . . [used to imply] both that their views are extreme and 

opposed to Central Asian traditions and that they receive foreign suppon."" The 

decision to use this term was strategic as it labels a specific segment of the population. 

but not governrnent sponsored Islam. as being the source of threat. Karirnov has produced 

an effective scapegoat so as to allow tighter controls on societal conduct. and more 

specificall y, poli tical opposition. Moreover, because the term is il1 defined, it allows m y  

trait, such as beards on young men. to be an identifier of Wahhabism. 

"' Quoted in Adolnt Najimova. .*Uzbeliistan: Repression has Helped Radicalize Opposition." RFURL 
Weekday rtlnga:ine. February 16,2000. 
43 Bruce Pannier. "Uzbekistrin: Head of Strite Xgree to Combat Centra1 Asian 'Fundamentalists."' R F m L  
Weekday Magazine, May 6. i 998. htt~://www.rferl.orP/ncdfe;tt~~ed 1998/05/F.RU.980506 12 134S.html. 



The origins of the MU remain reliitively ~nknown. '~ '  Evidence would suggest 

that its formation had everythin; to do with the Uzbek Govemment's approach that 

assumes Islam to be inherently dangerous phenomenon that c m  be rooted out with 

force."" search of the online arc hi ves of the Jarriestowii Foiindariori Monitor. Radio 

Frer Eiu-ope/Radio Liberty and the Soros Foziildatioii did not produce any mention of of 

the M U  before March 1999." On March ~ 6 ' ~ .  the Ja»iesroivil Foloidatio~i ihiiitor 

included a report of a radio broadcast (dated March 19) by "a group calling i tself the 

Islarnic Movement of Uzbekistan" that amounted to a "virtual declaration of belli, ~erence 

iigainst the seculiir authority and pro-Western orientation" of Karimov and his 

govemment.'x It revealed that i t  was intent on introducing Islamic law and order in the 

"personal and fami l y life. in public l i  fe . . . and in  jurisprudence" and the relelise of 

Islamic political pnsoners from Uzbek prisons." The demand for the release of Islamic 

pnsoners would imply that the MU wüs a participant in. or one result of. the Namangan 

events. The statement also called the Karimov regime "criminai" and threatened future 

tenorist actions if Karirnov did not step down from his position as ~resident." 

The lag of almost a year between Kiirimov's securitization of Wahhabis in May 1998 

and the IMU's first statement in March 1999 can be accounted for as a period of 

consolidation following the mass arrests in Namangan. One month before the MU'S first 

- - 

U Lubin. er ai.. CriIrnino the Fershanri ValIey. 10 1 .  
" Bruce Pannier. *'Puzzling Out the Islmic Movement of Uzbebistan: A View From Kyrpyzstnn" 
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radio broadcast on the Voice of the Islarnic Republic of km.'' six car bombs were 

detonated in Tashkent in an apparent attempt to assassinate ~arimov." In its statement 

the MU reponedly said that the Uzbek government should expect further "unpleasant 

events similar to the recent explosions in Tashkent" if  they did not comply with the 

MU'S demands.j3 It is difficult to ascertain whether the IPVW securitization was frmed 

in societal terms. because of its specific demands are political and. outside of their 

incrimination of Kiuimov. the portion of their staternent available does not mention 

societül causes. Although it seems logical that the Uzbek actions against Ferghana's 

Islamic comrnunity has hardened and radicülised opposition. it does not necessuil y mean 

that previous adherents of public or official Islam desired the imposition of an Islamic 

stüte. The IMU's response strikes directly at the political structure of the state and seeks 

to impose a different. possibly. equally threiitening societal identity on the population of 

Uzbekistan. As such. while the IMU rnay have been bom from a government-induced 

societal threat against Islam. the direction of its effort may not retlect the will of the 

threatened populations. 

5 1 The involvernent of V R i  is rin important yet alrnost completely ignored aspect of the rise of the IblLr. 
.As was pointed out to me by Stephen Page. the tact that the MU wris granted airtirne on Iranian radio is 
evidence of at least sorne government support for the Uzbek movement. However. this point cannot be 
over-emphasised ris there is no other rivailable evidence of Iranian involvernent in the IMU affriir. Though 
this increrises the extent of the regionsllisation of the IMU issue. it does not necessarily merin thrit Iran has 
begun to move within the CASC as predicted by Peimani. 
51 See "Herivy Sentences in Tashkent Tria1 of Islamic Terrorists," Janiesrown Forrndnrion Moniror 5:  LZS 
{July 2. 1999); and Lubin er al.. Calmino the Ferghana ValIey, 54. Evidence of whether the IMU was 
responsible for the bombing artrick remains elusive rilthotqh the Uzbek government is convinced of this 
fact, but their case includes "numerous inconsistencies." See Najimovci, "Uzbekistan: Repression." 
" 'bMilitant Islarnic Group Serves Ultimatum." 



Regional Dvnamics 

Prier to the advent of the LMU. the imposition of Tashkent's authority over the 

Ferghana region had already been externalised due to the arbitrary division of the valley 

dunng the Soviet Era. As Lubin et (11. point out. the economic and social structure of the 

Uzbek. Tajik and Kyrgyz sections of the valley were deeply integrated. Trade had 

alwiiys been camed out across whüt are now sfate borders. vital transponation links 

between different regions of the sarne republic often passed through the temtory of the 

others. and societal and family ties straddled present borders.'" Border closures that 

accompanied Karirnov's actions against Ferghana opposition groups had an immediate 

effect on the Kyrgyz and Tiijik economies in the rezion and the once tradition cross- 

border ties have increasingly become a source of cornpetition and strife." 

Bruce Pannier was not exaggemting when he wrote that the IMU consti tuted 

possibly *'the most serious threat to stability in CIS Central Asia today."j6 M U  actions. 

though directed against the Tiishkent government and its installations in the Ferghana 

Valley. have been initiated from Kyrgyz and Taji k temtories. Uzbek aircraft dong with 

the Kyrgyz m y  conducted attacks on the supposed Kyrgyz hideouts of the M U  in 

August 1999." B y  Apnl 1000. the inabi!ity to quel1 insurgency actions led to a mini- 

summit involvin; Kazakhstan. Kyrgyzstan. Tajihstan. Uzbehstan and Russia. in which 

the leaders considered whether to initiate "preventive operations" against terronst bases 

. -. -- 

5J Lubin et al., Calmine the Ferghana Vallev.36-38. 
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in central Tajikistan and nonhem ~ f ~ h a n i s t a n . ~ ~  The decision to include Afghanistan on 

its target list was telling. It means that the IMU has been able to freely travel between the 

Ferghana Valley and Nonhem Afghanistan. implying that they have found support frorn 

some Tajik regional leaders. It also points to possible links between the IMU. the Taliban 

and former Tajik and Afghan mjaherli>i warriors. At this writing, the situation remiiins 

unresolved. Afghan Taliban leader Mulla Mohammad Omar is quoted as saying that 

"there will be serious consequences for Uzbekistan and i t  will be made to pay a heavy 

price for aggression."59 Russia bas becorne increasingly involved under the new. 

proactive administration of Vladimir Putin. who said on May 19.1000: 

It's no secret for anyone anymore that recently. criminal atternpts have 
been made through terrorist rneans to divide up post-Soviet space. And if 
we donTt hait this agression atternpt. together with Our Uzbek friends here 
in the south. we will encounter i t  at home.'' 

The escalation and extemalisation of what was onginally an interniil societal security 

matter relating to the question of Islam in Uzbekistan has led to a situation dong the 

Uzbek-Afghan and Trijik-Aflghan border that may lead to the exact situation Karimov was 

attempting to avoid. the destabilisation of Central Asia. 

5.3 Conclusion 

The Pamir case showed how a perceived societal threat c m  be in existence for a long 

period of time pnor to its being securitized. This displays the usefulness of thinking of 

security in terms of an act rather than in terms of a qudity to attain. The Parniris chose to 

'13 .*Preventive Strikes Agsinst Terrorist Bases" Considered." Jarnestown Foundntion Monitor 6:SS. (May 
4.2000) . 
j9 .'Omar W m s  Uzbekistan Agninst Attack." Jang (The iVeivs Inrernarional. Pakistan). May 23.2ûûû 
reprinted in Twkisran Newslener 4: 1 17 (June 6.  2000). 
a Quoted in Bnice Pannier. "Uzbekistan: Tensions Rising on Afghan Border.'. RFEfRL Weekdoy Report. 
Iune 2.2000- 



politicise the issue of their region's economic and political inequality at a time when they 

thought the situation would most likely be reversed. They then secuntized when it 

becarne clear that their very existence came under threat. Securitization. however. was 

only enacted after the political alliance with democratic and Islamic parties failed to 

achieve the redistribution of political power. and only after the state chose to act against 

the opposition with force. 

The ih1U case is possibly the clearest example of why Central Asian secunty should 

be considered in regional rather then state-centric tems. The weakness of the post-Soviet 

Central Asian state has produced a situation where actions to combat perceived threars at 

the local level c m  be transmittèd into a region-wide insecurity situation. This indiçates 

the stark reality that Central Asia. and the CASC. is a region where national securities are 

inseparable. as required by secunty cornplex theory. Clearly. these cases have shown that 

the security of one state cannot be considered in isolation of the securities of the other 

staies and the patterns of relations among them. 



6 Conclusion 

In the introduction. two related analytical approaches to the study of Central Asian 

secunty were presented. Each was premised on Central Asia as being the subject of 

secunty interactions among the great and middle powers. Neither focussed on Central 

Asian secunty as object of analysis in its own right. The 'New Great Game' and 

'Europrün Balkanisation' approaches are products of the realist pcirüdigm where systemic 

iind state-onentated analysis among Central Asian states and between the region and its 

extemal environment are the pnmary foci. In effect, both approaches analyse how 

extemal interaction with regional mor s  can produce specific intra-regional dynamics that 

are not necessarily the natural outcome of indigenous security relations. However. as 

Chapter 1 showed. the realist conception of security cannot be appropriately applied to 

the case of weük iind very weak states. The subsequent chapters reinforced this point 

and. moreover. highlight those aspects of Central Asian security that would be left out of 

these approaches. 

As a competing approach. SCT provides a means to analyse the particular dynamics 

of regional secunty in a framework that isolates external interaction and. in so doing. 

reveals the 'natural' dynümic of regional security. Through the analysis of patterns of 

arnity and enmity based upon historical interaction. SCT provides a clearer picture of 

what secunty problems may develop nmong states of the region. ~Moreover it is a window 

into the third world problematic because i t  accommodates weak states such as Pakistan 

and Uzbekistan as essential components of secunty analysis. Viewing security as an 

intentional act proved ro be particularly useful because. instead of searching for the 

existence of the nebulous quality 'security,' the analyst c m  identify it as relations that are 



perceived to be ü threat due to historical interaction and perception of intent. Security is 

produced when n panicular legitimate authonty recognises a problem as an existential 

threat to some referent object and responds to it effectivzly. By redefining 'security' as a 

process. the analyst is better able to understand when a security problem exists. why it 

has been identified as such. what threats are created by the security problern and how the 

entity responds to that threat's existence. 

Central Asia proved to be an interesting case for the application of SCT. B y 

definition. a security complex is a set of security relations that are so closely interrelated 

that analysis of individual national securities problems cannot be analysed apÿn from one 

mother. Evidence from the case studies suggests that the dynarnics relating to identity 

are paniculluly apt for the application of SCT. In both cases. the horizontal and vertical 

cornpetitions produced by competing identities in  the region resulted in the identification 

of secunty problems iit the sub-state regional and state levels (and super-regional in the 

case of Russia's involvement). Clearly. the basis for each security problern was iit the 

state level. In Tûjikistan. communist authorities sought to perpetuate the regional 

imbalûnce that had existed since the formation of the Tajik entity in  the early Soviet era. 

The Pamir leadership îïrst politicised the issue in an attempt to reconstruct the Tajik state 

and balance poli tical and economic power among regions. However. the y were forced to 

securitize the issue when it  became clear that the govemrnent's response to political 

opposition was to repress opposition on the basis of regional identity. B y considering 

security as a process. ünalysîs in the Pamir case was centralised to the period between 

May 1992 and March 1993. In so doing, it was revealed that there was a shift in the 

structural conditions of Pamir insecurity so as to force recognition of an existential threat. 



Similarly, the LMU case shows that the improper securitization of the Islarnic threat by 

the Karirnov govemment during the Namangan events actually iiccentuated the state's 

security problem. The M u r e  to effectively respond to the prrceived threat strengthened 

opposition and extemaiised it into a regional security problem in 1999. 

Although the study of securitization and societal security need not entail the 

application of SCT. it provided the most appropriate method to isolate the various levels 

of analysis and categorise various secunty relations so as to isolate the ones particular to 

the region. This is particularly true for the case of Russia. Its position vis-ù-vis the 

CASC determines whether the complex enists and will continue to exist. Following the 

collapse of the Soviet Union. Russiii has been forced to restructure its political and 

economic system- a process that has been particulÿrl y hard on its collective 'ego'. It has 

the arduous tas k of re-conceptualising i ts position in the society of states thus affecring 

the cohrrence of i ts rxtemal orientation and conduct.' As such. the key b h e r  to the 

analytical construcrion of the CASC is the level of influence that Russia seeks to gain in 

Central Asia. Although Russia played a role in both the Pamir and MU cases. its actions 

were not consistent with what one expected of a position of overlay. Russia's security 

relations in the region have reinforced the natural patterns of amity and rnmity that exist 

among states. although. as shown by its support of the Kulob region in the Tajik civil 

war. it may have interfered with those found between regions with the state. However. 

Vladimir Putin's stüternent with respect to the IMU situation (see page 99) rnay be 

indicative of what we may expect of Russia's approach to future relations with Central 

1 This \vas most cleruly in evidence during the Boris Yeltsin regirne when instribility in Russian's poiicy 
mriking community undennined the coherence of its hreign policy. See the chripters by Rajrin Menon and 
Leon Aron in Michriel Mandelbriurn (ed.), The New Russian Foreign Poiicv, (Washington: Council on 
Foreign Relritions. 1998). 



Asia. If regional actions fail to stymie instability Putin has sent the message that Russia 

itself is threatened. Like the cult of stability in Uzbekistan that was piinially the result of 

the events in Tajikistan. the Islamic actions in Chechnya and Dagestan have produced 

similar feelings among the Russian population. In that case. i f  Russia is capable of 

rebuilding its economy and c m  quel1 its own regional dissent. it may seek to recreate its 

Soviet era overlay position if only to prevent the transmission of instability. 

Aniilysis of Central Asian ethniçity revealed that neither ethnic nor nationalist 

identifications find particular resonlincr among populations as yet. Lubin's survey and 

evidence since 1995 suggest that populations continue to identify more closely with 

regional or local identity-collectives. This is not to say that ethno-centric identi ties will 

not corne to the fore in the future. Lubin's survey provides some evidence of ethnic 

animosities that prevail across classes. When questions were asked that concemed those 

closest to the respondent- whom would you want as your child's spouse. your nejghbour. 

or your colleague -the majority chose those of their own ethnic identification.' Olcott 

warns that this feeling is strongest arnong the younger generation that was born and 

raised under perestroika and independence. They may yet prove to be the purveyors of 

ethno-nationalist sentiment. Raised in a culture that encourages cornpetition without the 

Soviet conception of community, the young may be more willing to believe. or be 

manipulated into believing, ethnically chauvinistic arguments.' Compounding this 

problem is the econornic distress that has been endernic since independence and has 

disproportionately affected the young. A new mass of urban unemployed and 

underemployed has been created that will be far more likely to be a volatile and easily 

' Lubin, **Islam and Ethnic Idenrity." 63-64, 
Olcott. "Ethnic Violence in Central h i r i , "  130. 



ridicalised group than older. more conservative poor.' Can rising ethno-niitionalisrn be 

considered in societal security terms? Systernic impoverishment of. Say. Uzbek youth. 

could be considered a threat to the capability of a society to reproduce and induce 

presumptions of collective insecurity. This classic case would only require that a 

convenient ethnic minority to be identified by an individual or group that has built 

sufficient iiuthonty to command legitimacy. As yet. only the latter componrnt has not 

been in evidence. 

Although this study hüs been successful in identifying those identities thüt find 

sufficient basis to produce securitising actions. a complete application of SCT will 

require the expansion of malysis to the other four sectors. The interrelationship between 

the societal. political and mili tary sectors has already been introduced and the case 

studies suggested that societiil security problems can quickly transform in  politicai and 

military security problems. The threat by Karimov and Putin to order airstri kes against 

Afghan 'terrorist' bases has produced a situation that has "thousands of soldiers dong the 

Uzbek-Afghan and Tajik-Afghan borders eyeing each other suspiciously."5 What had 

initially been a societal secunty problem may influence the beginning of a regional w u  i f  

the Taliban gains effective control over northem Afghanistan. As was shown in Figure 

2.3. the five secton identified by Buzan are interrelated through their joint effect on the 

components of the state. A complete evaluation of the security dynarnics in Central Asia 

will require the aggregate anal ysis of al 1 five sectors and their interrelationship. 

- - 

'' Olcott, "Ethnic Violence in Central Asiii." 132. 
Pmnier. "Uzbekistan: Tensions." 
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